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ABSTRACT 

The present Master Dissertation Thesis was developed within the Industrial Engineering and 

Management program at the Instituto Superior Técnico, Universidade de Lisboa. The case study 

is about the packaging industry, namely the Logoplaste Group, a well-known Portuguese 

producer of plastic containers and bottles with a worldwide projection. 

The objective behind this Master Thesis is the development of solutions at the production planning 

and scheduling levels at their factory at Póvoa de Santa Iria. At this factory they produce 

containers for products of FIMA, a producer of butters, margarines and other spreads. 

The concept of efficiency has become more and more present in industry due to market 

stagnation. Companies now turn to their internal operations searching for margin increase due to 

efficiency improvements and cost reductions. Bigger investments at the product I&D and IT areas 

are being made to reach these objectives. This is the context of this master thesis. 

The first part of this paper consists of a description of the company understudy and all the relevant 

production processes and concepts that support this work, followed by a literature review on 

production scheduling formulations through meta-heuristic approaches. 

The third part of this paper consists of a description of the model developed for Mono-Objective 

and Bi-Objective approaches. Two production strategies, the make-to-order (MTO) and make-to-

stock (MTS) were studied in order to explore the full potential behind this algorithm.  

The results obtained for a representative case study are presented in part four. The final input 

values for the parameters were obtained by an exhaustive analysis of several executions to the 

algorithm. 

Finally the developed algorithms are adjusted to fit into a real production scheduling situation at 

the factory and the concluding remarks given. 
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RESUMO 

A presente dissertação foi desenvolvida no âmbito do Mestrado em Engenharia e Gestão 

Industrial, no Instituto Superior Técnico. O caso de estudo recai sobre a indústria de embalagens, 

nomeadamente sobre o grupo Logoplaste, conhecido fabricante português com grande projeção 

internacional. 

O objetivo desta dissertação é o desenvolvimento de soluções ao nível do planeamento e 

escalonamento de produção na sua fábrica de Póvoa de Santa Iria, a subsidiária Logoplaste 

Santa Iria. Nesta fábrica são produzidas as embalagens para os produtos produzidos pela FIMA, 

conhecido fabricante de manteigas e margarinas e cremes de barrar. 

Com o conceito eficiência cada vez mais presente na indústria, grandes investimentos estão a 

ser feitos nas áreas de I&D (investigação e desenvolvimento) dos produtos e TI (tecnologias de 

informação) com o objetivo de reduzir custos e melhorar a eficiência dos processos. É neste 

contexto que surge este projeto e a futura dissertação. 

Esta primeira etapa do trabalho consiste numa descrição da empresa e de todos os processos 

produtivos importantes para este caso de estudo. Depois é feita uma revisão bibliográfica sobre 

a literatura existente para melhor compreender os conceitos por detrás do escalonamento de 

produção e otimização, com enfâse nas abordagens meta-heurísticas como possível caminho a 

seguir neste tipo de problemas combinatórios. 

Na terceira parte deste trabalho é consiste na descrição dos algoritmos desenvolvidos, mono-

objetivo e bi-objetivo para as várias funções objetivo e nas duas diferentes estratégias de 

produção, “Make-to-Order” e “Make-to Stock”. 

Na quarta parte são apresentados os resultados obtidos para um caso de estudo representativo. 

Os valores finais para os diferentes parâmetros foram alcançados através de uma análise 

exaustiva a várias execuções do modelo. 

Por fim o modelo foi ajustado para ser aplicado a uma situação de escalonamento real na fábrica 

e os resultados apresentados. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. PROBLEM CONTEXTUALIZATION 

The increasing competitiveness and globalization that the world is facing nowadays is having a 

huge effect on companies and their markets as it produces faster changes in the supply/demand 

balance. This instability produces volatile prices both for final product and raw materials. Having 

this into account companies are turning into their internal processes in order to increase results 

by reducing their operating costs. 

On the other hand, the development of new technologies and IT solutions that allows companies 

to better control and track operations at their factories has made it possible for companies to get 

better efficiency levels and reduce waste. Therefore companies are investing a lot of time and 

money on the development of information technologies to manage and plan every single 

operation, from the raw materials to the final product. This results in new, better and more complex 

models that can integrate process production stages, warehouse handling and product 

distribution. 

Nevertheless the plastic packaging industry where Logoplaste is involved is a saturated market 

with huge competitiveness levels and where the final product prices applied to the client is a key 

factor for measuring companies’ success. This is also a market characterized by low unitary 

margins where the sheer volume dictates the results. Therefore Logoplaste needs to be aware of 

new concepts and technologies that can improve and enhance its capabilities. They have been 

putting a lot of effort into the development of new tools that empower its factories with new and 

better control and planning methodologies and practices. The best example is the SAP 

management software that the company currently uses but still doesn’t support production 

planning at some factories. 

The aim of this master thesis is the development of a tool that could help the factory manager 

with the production scheduling stage, integrating theoretical concepts and the actual practises in 

the factory. This study is in Logoplaste Santa Iria factory (LSI), located inside Unilever’s 

headquarters at Póvoa de Santa Iria, Portugal. Despite being at Unilever’s HQ, this factory also 

produces containers for Lactogal, a well-known company of dairy products. The focus of this 

master thesis will be only on Logoplaste’s client FIMA and the scheduling of all the factory’s orders 

made by this client. 

The tool developed considers a scheduling model based on the company’s modus operandi and 

a portfolio of orders. 
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1.2. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology to follow in this master thesis is structured in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 - Methodology 

1st Stage – Problem Description 

This stage consists on a problem description, starting with an explanation of the core production 

process (plastic injection moulding) and finishing with a description of the actual situation at LSI 

regarding its internal policies and practices associated with the production planning and 

scheduling for FIMA. 

2nd Stage – Literature Review 

On the second stage a literature review on the scheduling concepts related to this thesis and 

previously highlighted on the first stage. Starting with exact approaches and related concepts 

(Job Shop, MILP Algorithms) followed by meta-heuristic approaches (Simulated Annealing 

Algorithm, Tabu Search and Genetic Algorithms) for scheduling that can be adapted and used for 

the problems in hands. 

3rd Stage – Data Gathering 

In the third stage, the process data will be collected from the factory to better develop, adapt, and 

validate the model that will be designed. All the processes will be documented to generate the 

model parameters and inputs. 

4th Stage – Model Development 

The model considers as input the factory data which includes the machines and products details, 

a weekly order’s plan from the client and for some cases the stock levels. A set of functions will 

then treat the data in order to be easily read by the meta-heuristic algorithm. All variables and 

objective functions will be described. The model will be developed using Excel’s Visual Basic tool. 

1
•Problem Description

2
•Literature Review

3
•Data Gathering

4
•Model Development

5
•Model Testing and Validation

6
•Output and Results Analysis
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5th Stage – Model Testing, Validation and Output Analysis 

After developing the model several analysis will be done in order to validate the model results. A 

sensitivity analysis will be performed for several scenarios. 

6th Stage – Application to the Real Situation at the Factory 

The sixth stage a case study is used to validate the model and define the model as a supporting 

tool to help the decision maker in its decisions and application in real time in the factory.  

1.3. MASTER THESIS OBJECTIVES 

The main objectives of the present Master Thesis are: 

 Problem characterization. 

 Description of Logoplaste group, with specifically emphasis in LSI’s manufacture 

processes and planning; 

 Motivation by the LSI to develop and support this work; 

 State-of-the-art review on the ongoing work focusing the methodologies and models of 

scheduling problems; 

 Develop a model to assist the decision making regarding production scheduling at the 

factory. 

 Explore the model for different production strategies (make-to-order and make-to-stock) 

and for several objective functions, including mono-objective and bi-objective 

approaches. 

 Test the model for a fictitious situation and for the real situation. 

 Implement the model and analyse the results. 

1.4. MASTER THESIS STRUCTURE 

The Master Thesis is structured as follows: 

1. On this first chapter the context of the problem is presented as well as the methodology 

used in this work. 

2. On the second chapter a brief description of the company and its global functioning is 

presented, then moving on to a description of the factory under study. All the processes 

will be scrutinized and explained in detail, referring all productive stages, storage and 

scheduling. At last a critical analysis of the actual procedures is performed. 

3. The third chapter comprehends a literature review based on the context of the problem. 

This review will therefore be focused on the several types of approaches and other 

aspects related to production scheduling and storage. 

4. The models developed are characterized in detail referring all the procedures and 

principles used in their development. 
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5. After presenting the models the several parameters have to be tuned in order to maximize 

performance and achieve the desired results. Chapter five highlights and explains all the 

procedures and methodologies used. Conclusions are also presented at the end of this 

chapter. 

6. On chapter six the application of the chosen model to the operations at the factory is 

presented, including the adaptations and additional operations to easily fit the model to 

the real scenario. 

7. Chapter seven the Master Dissertation conclusions are presented along with the future 

work to be developed. 
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2. CASE STUDY 

2.1. INTRODUCTION TO LOGOPLASTE 

Logoplaste is a company specialized on the manufacture of plastic bottles and containers, its 

main core raw materials are PET, PP and HDPE. Logoplaste was founded in 1976, and soon 

became a leader on the Portuguese market, operating for big brands such as Nestlé, Yoplait and 

Coca-Cola since its early days of activity. Driven by their fast growing market and the strong 

globalization forces, Logoplaste soon adopted a sustained international expansion strategy. 

Starting with Spain, their vast experience soon took them to Brazil, France and UK. Today the 

company is present in 16 countries with more than 60 operating factories, it’s the fifth biggest rigid 

plastic bottles company at European level and leader of the “Hole in the Wall” concept which 

pioneered. 

Since one of Logoplaste’s most profitable type of business is the production and sale of PET 

plastic bottles using blow moulding of pre-forms in the 90’s Logoplaste decided to create the first 

ever Portuguese pre-form factory to support its pre-form needs. Founded in 1997 Plastikit is the 

first factory specialized on the production of pre-forms and today produces more than a billion a 

year to Logoplaste’s other factories and also external clients. This vertical integration operation 

produced major cost reductions and allowed Logoplaste to expand its businesses. 

The LSI factory was also created in the 90’s to operate for FIMA (that today is part of the Unilever 

Group). The factory produces PP (polypropylene) plastic containers for butters, margarines and 

other consumable products. More recently LSI started to produce also for Lactogal. 

Nowadays the Group operates as a group of subsidiaries that report directly to Logoplaste’s HQ 

in Cascais, Portugal. This is the convergence point of all operations and also the starting point of 

all projects since Logomolde (section of Logoplaste that produces, tests and maintains most of 

the factories’ moulds) and Innovation Lab (section of Logoplaste that designs and develops 

prototypes according to client specifications using 3D modelling software) are situated inside the 

same complex as the HQ. 

In this industry production is classified based on the client distance: In-house, Nearby or at 

Different Geographical Locations.  In the In-house production the supplier installs its equipment 

inside its client’s factory and the production line is directly connected to the costumer’s filling line 

(“Hole in the Wall”). The nearby production is also closely located to the client but its production 

line is not directly connected to the client, here the supplier has its own factory close to the client 

and the containers are sent as the client places its orders. If the supplier and client are located in 

different geographical locations the supplier produces the containers at its own facilities and 

sends them to the client. Usually these suppliers operate for different clients and this strategy has 

the major disadvantage of having high transportation costs associated. 
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At LSI the concept applied is the Nearby concept for FIMA (same industrial complex) and in 

different geographical locations for Lactogal (located at Oliveira de Azeméis, Portugal). Since it 

serves several clients this is a multi-costumer factory. 

“Damos Corpo a Grandes Marcas” – Portuguese slogan used by Logoplaste. 

2.2. PRODUCTION PROCESS AT LOGOPLASTE SANTA IRIA 

After introducing Logoplaste’s group and the LSI factory now it’s time focus on the description of 

the main production process at the factory and how the factory operates and handles its products. 

The plastic containers are constituted by two parts, a bottom and a cover. Both parts are made 

of PP and produced at LSI. The production process is the same for all products and is called 

Injection Moulding. 

The process starts with three raw materials, PP, dye of the desired colour and a printed label 

(Figure 2). The PP is stored in a silo and the dye is in buckets, both located at the factory’s 

warehouse. The labels are stored in boxes and kept under regulated temperature and humidity 

conditions until they are placed inside the machines.  

The PP and the dye are continuously fed to a mixer in specific fractions to produce an evenly 

distributed mixture for the desired colour. The mixture enters a helical shaft connected to a motor 

the presses and pushes the mixture to the mould while electrical resistors provide enough heat 

to melt it. The mixture is melted until it has the right viscosity to easily flow throw the mould tubes 

and be uniformly distributed to the mould’s head, as shown in Figure 2. 

Both halves of the mould (the head and the cavity) operate cyclically joining and separating and 

in each cycle the machine produces as many bottoms or covers as the number of cavities it has. 

There are moulds of 1, 2 or 4 cavities. Every time the mould closes the PP mixture is injected to 

the mould through its head and at the same time at the cavity side a network of tubes circulates 

cold water that came from the chiller to cool the PP and form the container. This cooling process 

prevents the mould from deformations caused by the compressed air suckers that remove them 

from their cavities or by being handled by the factory operators. 

The peculiar part of this process has to do with the containers’ labels that instead of being placed 

after the injection are placed in the mould before the PP injection. The labels are placed in the 

mould’s head by the compressed air suckers and stay fixed by static electricity until the closing 

of mould. So when the PP is injected the label fuses with the PP incorporating it with the bottom 

or cover. The suckers operate in opposite parallel pairs so while one side is putting the label in 

place on the head the other is taking the finished bottom/cover out of the cavity. This is a clean 

process that produces little waste since almost all the PP fed into the machine is turned into 

finished product. 

The finished products are then placed in piles by the operators and then putted inside cardboard 

boxes and on pallets. Each pallet has only products of the same reference. The number of units 
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inside each pallet depends on the product size. For the same container a pallet of bottoms has 

less number of products then a pallet of the respective cover since bottoms are always bigger 

then covers in size. The pallets are then stored in the warehouse and sent to the client. Production 

quantities are always set by a number of pallets to produce, i.e. the number of product to produce 

is always the multiple of the number of product per pallet that is closer to the quantity needed. 

The warehouse operates under a First In First Out strategy (FIFO) and so the product that is going 

to the client is the first product produced.  

Since they are dealing with products to store food, the hygiene and safety of the whole factory is 

very important and has to follow very strict rules and standards. Therefore LSI constantly monitors 

and performs bacterial tests on its products. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moulds are a critical part of the process since they have to be in excellent condition at all times, 

in order to avoid production breakdowns or defective products. Therefore they undergo different 

maintenance operations both at the manufacturer (located outside of Portugal) and at LSI. To 

guarantee a flawless production LSI has up to three units of each mould. This means that one is 

always operating, one is undergoing maintenance and the other one is standing by in prevention. 

This mould turnover policy increases the factory’s efficiency and productivity. 

The total productive force dedicated to FIMA is 10 machines that operate with 11 different types 

of moulds. Table 1 presents the number of machines and moulds that are currently operating at 

the factory and their specifications, namely the hourly cadence, capacity and cycle duration.  

PP 

Chiller 
Dye 

Motor 

Heat 

Label 

Figure 2 - Injection machine operation diagram 
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It is important to mention that to maximize installed capacity utilization, machine 149 (that 

produces Tuli bottoms) produces for FIMA and Lactogal (produces for both clients). 

Products are characterized by a mould type, a dye colour and a label. All products have different 

labels but can have the same shape (mould type) and/or colour (dye). These differences between 

products result on different production changeover times. LSI produces a total of 62 product 

references for FIMA (31 bottoms and 31covers), shown in Figure 3. 

Production changeover time is the time necessary to change production from one product to the 

other. It depends on the machine and the products being produced. There are three types of 

changeovers mould change produces the longest changeover time, followed by dye change and 

label change. Mould swap changeover time occurs when the products have different shapes and 

it is necessary to swap the moulds. This changeover takes several hours. Dye swap changeover 

time occurs when the products have the same shape but different colours and the next product 

needs a colour calibration before starting production. This changeover usually takes half an hour. 

Label swap occurs every time the products have the same shape and colour but differ on the 

label. This changeover time takes usually just a few minutes. All changeover times are affected 

by the machine type since machines have different complexities and sizes. Usually more cavities 

means longer changeover times.  

 

Figure 3 - List of all the references produced at LSI 
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Table 1 – Machines and moulds specifications 
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2.2.1. PRODUCTION PLANNING AT LSI 

The production planning at LSI comprehends three impact levels: a strategic, tactical and 

operational level. These levels differ on the time horizon of the decisions and on the areas they 

address. The strategic level considers long term decisions, the tactical level considers medium 

term decisions and the operational short term decisions. The LSI’s information used in this work, 

focuses in tactical and operational level. 

At a tactic level the LSI receives at the beginning of each year an annual demand plan from FIMA. 

This annual plan supports an initial yearly production plan made by LSI, which is used by the 

manager for analyse the annual capacity needs, annual raw material needs. 

After the capacities and needs validated, this information follows for a more detailed level, the 

operational level. At this level, the LSI makes its decisions on a weekly basis. They decide the 

quantities of product of each reference should they produce and on which machine. 

Before addressing in detail the scheduling in LSI, is important to understand, not only, the 

relationship between LSI and FIMA, but also products characteristics that have impact on the 

material management and production operation. 

FIMA is a big client for LSI that produces products with relatively short expiry date. However, LSI 

is located nearby FIMA, which triggers low stock levels of finished product in FIMA. FIMA 

production’s depends highly on their actual demand rather than on their forecasts. Meaning that 

FIMA’s production is postponed to the latest delivery date to avoid keeping finished product in 

stock for long periods of time. 

This FIMA’s operating way, without an integrated and efficient plan with LSI, becomes very risky 

for LSI production, because the orders from FIMA and the can change rapidly and LSI must adapt 

and react quickly to these demand changes to guarantee that there are no production breaks, in 

FIMA nor in LSI. 

Having these risks in mind they agreed on establishing safety stocks at FIMA and at LSI (these 

stocks are larger at LSI). These stocks are established per product reference and are updated in 

the weekly delivery plan. Every product reference has a code that defines how many weeks of 

demand (from the annual demand plan) should the stock fulfil. The stock levels have only a 

maximum level and not a minimum level. This option gives LSI a higher freedom to manage its 

stock levels. 

Sometimes the labels of some products are updated, due to new design or any change in product 

ingredients. In that case, all the finished product with the old label is discarded. These maximum 

stock levels safeguards LSI from any losses since FIMA will have to pay for the existing stock 

within the agreed limit. 
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In summary, the production planning from the annual demand plan to the weekly planning, is 

characterized bellow. 

1. Three information files are sent weekly from FIMA to LSI: Raw weekly plan, updated 

weekly plan, annual demand forecast and actual stock levels. 

2. Annual demand forecast presented by FIMA is updated every week; 

3. FIMA presents its weekly delivery plan for the next week to LSI; 

4. At LSI the scheduling is done on a weekly basis, with the information sent by FIMA; 

5. Production planning considers the production scheduling at each machine individually; 

6. The stock levels are defined for each product reference individually; 

7. LSI is only responsible for its stock; 

8. Distribution Lead Times are neglected since the two factories are closely located; 

9. Only the processing times, order’s due dates, setup times and stock levels are relevant 

for the scheduling. 

Since the production planning at LSI is done on a weekly basis, it is important to refer the weekly 

steps towards making its production scheduling plan. 

Weekly planning procedure: 

1. Week 0, day 1: Raw weekly delivery plan for week 1 is received (with stock level 

information); 

2. Week 0, day 2: Updated annual forecast is received (from week 1); with actual stock 

levels at FIMA and LSI; 

3. Week 0, day 2: SAP annual plan (from week 1) is made using the weekly delivery plan, 

the updated annual forecast and the stock levels; 

4. Week 0, day 2: Production plan from week 0 to week n (depending on the finished product 

needs, i.e. stock levels) is built based on all the information gathered. This plan includes 

production scheduling for each machine; 

5. Week 0, day 5: Updated weekly delivery plan for week 1 is received. This new plan has 

quantity updates (generally the quantities of product are smaller). 

All these steps are performed manually without support from any software or IT tool. The 

complexity and importance of this decisions required a more sophisticated tool that receives all 

the information on the process, on the forecasts, on the stock levels and on the delivery plan and 

produces an accurate production plan with the scheduling for each machine. Developing this tool 

would be an important step for the company in order to reduce its production setup times and 

maximizing production. 

The weekly delivery plan is the most important information file exchanged between both factories, 

this plan includes information on quantities needed, due dates (delivery dates) and stock levels 

to keep. This stock levels are set per reference by a code that FIMA sends attached on the weekly 
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delivery plan. This means that the stock code can be changed every week resulting on new stock 

levels for the following weeks.  

An effective production scheduling is crucial to LSI’s success in fulfilling all its orders from FIMA, 

and it would save LSI time and resources. Therefore having a reliable production scheduling 

model to help the manager in the necessary decisions is an important step for LSI’s operations. 

Currently the production scheduling is done by a team of employees of the factory including the 

factory manager and is not supported/validated by any scheduling software or algorithm. This 

operation is supported by information on demand forecasts, stock levels at LSI, at FIMA and a 

weekly delivery plan. It also considers the warehouse capacity and raw material availability (PP, 

Dye and Labels), that can affect the production scheduling.  

Therefore the scheduling process has to consider three main stages: 

1. Raw material availability at the warehouse (PP, Dye and Labels); 

2. Production ; 

3. Final Product (FP) storage at the warehouse. 

This work addresses the production scheduling process with regard to the finished product stock 

levels. 

2.3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Logoplaste Santa Iria is a factory with a relatively simple production process and a highly complex 

production planning and scheduling process. It is clear that LSI needs a scheduling algorithm for 

its process, in order to minimize production setup time and boost the production efficiency. The 

scheduling decisions are highly vulnerable to errors that lead to unnecessary costs. These costs 

can be caused by excess stock levels, product waste or production inefficiencies regarding 

machine idle times or setup times. 

The support tool developed helps the factory manager‘s decision making in shorter time and with 

less margin for error. 

The tool should include all the information on the production process, mainly product 

specifications per reference, machine specifications, week orders and the maximum stock levels. 

The model should be robust enough in order to integrate all these particularities and be easily 

applied to every week of the year under any scenario. At the same time, it should also accept 

updates in product references and stock codes. 

The next chapter will focus on the existing methodologies for this kind of scheduling problems, 

referring the best approach found for the model to be developed.  
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

There is a vast literature regarding production planning and scheduling formulation through exact 

and meta-heuristics approaches. This chapter comprehends a literature review of principles and 

main concepts related to this work and to the future model to be developed, starting with more 

global issues and finishing with a few solutions that could be adapted to this problem. 

The increase competitiveness associated with the market stagnation, companies are forced to 

focusing in internal process improvement in order to increase their profitability. Therefore 

performance improvement has become a major goal. 

There are three types of planning that range from long term actions affected to the top 

management to short term punctual actions affected to factory workers, strategic planning 

comprehends decisions that set the company’s long term objectives and goals and the way to 

reach them. Generally it transmits the company’s strategy and attitude towards its competitors. 

As example of these decisions there are strategic decisions like which supplier should the 

company choose, where will the company produce a new product, which new products should be 

developed, among others. After establishing the long term decisions and goals the medium term 

decisions have to be made accordingly. These medium term decisions are part of the tactic 

planning and generally consist of more located actions applied directly over a specific functional 

area of a company. This decisions normally include raw materials supply decisions, outsourcing, 

factories’ workforce, factories’ layout or inventory policies. The last level is the operational 

planning and it consists of day-to-day decisions, with a short time span. Scheduling decisions are 

the most common for this type of planning and are the ones addressed by this work. 

3.1. RELEVANT PROCESS AND SCHEDULING CONCEPTS  

A Scheduling problem by means is a problem of decision making in the production of a factory 

when numerous orders are requested and it’s necessary to schedule production in the most 

efficient way and according with the factory’s objectives. It is about allocating resources 

(equipment, raw materials, utilities, work force) to the orders that need to be manufactured and 

finding the best way to sequencing them in each production stage, always aiming to minimize 

production times and costs while at the same time maximize profit and capacity utilization. Before 

moving to more specific subjects regarding the planning process there are some relevant 

concepts regarding the type of process to schedule that need to be addressed. 

Batch Process: this is referred to a process where a fixed and calculated mix of raw materials 

produce a certain quantity of finished product (called batch). Most times each batch produced is 

a different product. This process has the major disadvantage of just allowing product inspections 

once a batch is finished meaning that when a batch is not according to the objectives the whole 

batch is discarded resulting in a lot of waste. Examples of industries that use this type of process 

are inks and paints industries, pharmaceutical ingredients, purifying water and most of the 

chemical industries. 
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Continuous Process: in this process raw material is continuously fed to the manufacturing line 

that produces the same product uninterruptedly. The only stops the process faces are due to 

maintenance, cleaning of equipment or breakdowns. On the contrary of the process batch this 

process allows products inspections to be made during the process meaning that adjustments 

can be made straight away in order to have the best quality product. 

Single Stage and Multi Stage Process: when a production process has only one productive stage 

this is called single stage process. This kind of process can have one or multiple parallel machines 

performing the same process. If a production process has more than one productive stage in 

sequence this is called multi stage process. Each stage can have one or multiple parallel 

machines performing the same process. 

Regarding the scheduling process there are several concepts that will be mentioned throughout 

this work that need to be reviewed. 

Processing Time: this is the time necessary to produce one batch (for batch processes) or one 

single product (for continuous processes). 

Release Date and Due Date: associated with the processing time are the release date and the 

due date. The release date is the time instant when a task can be initiated and the due date is the 

time instant when a task should be terminated. Usually for processes whose objective is 

makespan minimization the due dates are not given as an initial information but are calculated by 

the model in order to build the best possible production schedule. However some authors attach 

fixed due dates that act as deadlines for order deliveries and these due dates should be respected 

by the final schedule. 

Precedence Restrictions: these restrictions are imposed for models when there is one or more 

tasks that need to be finished before other tasks can start. This generally occurs for multistage 

processes that have one or more sequential productive stages. 

Preemptive Scheduling: this kind of scheduling comprehends processes where tasks that are 

being processed can be interrupted to process other more urgent tasks. The tasks on hold can 

be restarted afterwards. This characteristic will not be present in any scheduling model presented 

further in this work. Therefore all the scheduling models to be analysed are non-preemptive 

scheduling models. 

Setup Time: the time it takes for a machine to move from producing one product to start producing 

other different product. Generally this setup times include machine cleaning, change reset the 

configuration of the machine or machine cooling down. 

The process at LSI is a single stage process with several machines in parallel. The machines’ 

processing times, the orders’ due dates and the products’ setup times are a crucial part of the 

process that can largely affect accuracy of the final model to be developed. Therefore they should 

be carefully observed and analysed in order to be well integrated in the model. 
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In scheduling model formulations the representation of time becomes very important for the 

scheduling since most models need a time horizon for scheduling the processes. Time can be 

discrete or continuous depending on the type of representation used. 

The discrete time formulation divides the time horizon in equal time slots. The events only occur 

on the frontiers between time slots (called time points) and the model only has to allocate the 

events to the time points available. These models were simple and flexible for simple scheduling 

problems (Mannef 1959) when they started being used. With the development of better 

computational capabilities they can now be applied to more complex problems.  

This formulation has two major disadvantages. The size and complexity of the mathematical 

model and its efficiency will depend on the number of time slots considered and this variable is 

defined by the problem data and the precision needed in the results.  

And since the task starting and finishing events are allocated to the time points by binary variables 

the models generated for complex scheduling problems are big and slow. Secondly the accuracy 

of the models greatly depend on the size of the time slots, the smaller the time slot the more 

accurate the results so if the time horizon representation doesn’t have a realistic dimension and 

is not problem-oriented unreliable and non-optimal results can be generated. 

To overcome the limitations of the discrete time formulation a new formulation was developed. A 

continuous time formulation, where the number of time intervals needed depend only on the event 

points necessary to the model, emerged and has been receiving a lot of attention in the past 

decades. Figure 4 is a graphic representation of discrete and continuous time formulations 

(Floudas & Lin 2004). The continuous time formulation has two strands, one for sequential batch 

processes and the other for network represented processes (STN and RTN).  

The difference between them lies on the fact that the first is order and batch oriented and doesn’t 

require resource flows considerations that have large implications to model processes (Floudas 

& Lin 2004).  

 

Figure 4 - Discrete vs. Continuous Time Formulations 
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Production at the factory resembles a batch oriented process since the product is produced in 

pallets of several units of product. These pallets have a specific fixed processing time depending 

on the machine and can’t be held or divided if the client wants just a few units of FP. Scheduling 

this type of process is easier since the processing times and quantities are fixed and the 

scheduling process becomes a rearrangement process to the allocation and production sequence 

at each machine regarding the due dates of each “batch” (pallet or sets of pallets). The best time 

representation for this process is a discrete time representation since the processing times are 

fixed and then the best time slot duration can be easily estimated. 

3.2. FROM FLOW SHOP TO JOB SHOP: 

The several scheduling cases were defined by (Pinedo 2012) and 3 classes were described. 

These classes differ from each other by the precedence restrictions, number of machines in the 

problem and the productive structure used. Hereupon the first scheduling class is the Non-Delay 

Schedule and it is present when there are no inactive machines when there are tasks waiting to 

be processed. This class generally corresponds to the minimization of unforced machine idles 

(like breakdowns or machine maintenance). The second class is Active Schedule and is present 

when it’s impossible to obtain another schedule by changes in task sequence that causes a task 

to finish earlier without no task finishing later. At last, the Semi-Active Schedule happens when 

it’s impossible to finish a task earlier without altering the processing order in any of the machines. 

Generally the processing order is imposed by precedence restrictions that specify that a task must 

be finished before the next one even if it causes idle machines. 

In order to simplify the scheduling process several productive structures were defined and 

classified. This standardization helped to identify which process better adjusts to the process at 

the factory and what scheduling models exist in the literature and can be studied in detail.  

From these productive structures the most complex ones were highlighted. They range from the 

Flow Shop to the Job Shop with reference to their derived flexible relatives. A Flow Shop is a 

productive structure where m machines are laid out in sequence and all n jobs are processed by 

a sequence of individual machines i.e. all jobs follow the same direction despite having different 

production paths. Some bottlenecks will eventually appear due to the different machines’ 

processing times and jobs will stay waiting to be processed. These bottleneck points will operate 

following FIFO method (first in first out). 

Flexible Flow Shop is an adaptation from the Flow Shop and has only one difference. Instead of 

having m sequential individual machines this structure has s stages each one with m parallel 

identical machines. Each job now has to go throw the stages of its production path and at each 

stage it will be processed by one of the available machines. 

Job shop is a structure where m machines process n jobs. However each job has its own 

productive path that is independent from the machine sequence i.e. each job has its own 

predefined machine sequence and the jobs can take different directions. 
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Flexible Job Shop (FJS) is an adaptation from the Job Shop and like the previous flexible structure 

presented it has s stages of m identical parallel machines. 

 

Figure 5 - Flow Shop and Job Shop representation 

Figure 5 represents both Flow Shop and Job Shop structures and the difference between them is 

easily recognizable since product 3 has different production directions in both cases. 

The process at the factory is a FJS since it comprehends only one processing stage with several 

machines in parallel. Also the products take different paths and not all machines can produce all 

products. Actually each machine is allocated to a specific set of products depending on the format 

of the bottom/cover.  

Scheduling for this type of process is usually performed using exact approaches or meta-heuristic 

approaches. The exact approaches may produce good results for simple models that require low 

CPU time but may not be suited for more complex problems. On the other hand meta-heuristics 

perform well for simple and even more complex problems but produce results that can’t be 

considered optimal but are considered sub-optimal since they are close to the optimum. 

3.3. FJS PROBLEM WITH SEQUENCE DEPENDENT SETUP TIMES 

All industrial processes require production changeovers at some point in time. These production 

changeovers originate production breaks that depending on their duration can have significant 

effects on the factories’ productivity. Scheduling models for processes where production 

changeovers have a significant role became important in order to achieve reliable and accurate 

models. Changeover times can be caused by machine maintenance, cleaning processes or other 

activities the cause machine idles and delays. There are two types of changeover times, 

sequence dependent and sequence independent. 

Sequence dependent changeover times refers to all delays caused by production changeovers 

(ex: mould change, dye change or label change). These depend directly on the production 

sequence and on the product being produced. 
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Sequence independent changeover times refers to all other delays caused by machine 

maintenance, breakdowns or cleaning processes. These depend on total machine usage time, 

have fixed time intervals between them or follow probability distribution functions. 

The idle time between jobs is called setup time and the problem considering it is a Flexible Job 

Shop Problem with Sequence Dependent Setup Times (FJSP-SDST). 

In modelling this type of problems setup times can be incorporated in two different ways: 

i. Negligible, if the setup time is not taken in consideration; 

ii. Incorporated as part of the processing time of that job; It is important to know the nature 

of the setup time. It can have a fixed and equal duration for all changeovers or a variable 

duration that depend on the product reference being produced. (Choi & Choi 2002) 

analyses the hypothesis of having setup times whose duration depends on the preceding 

job, adding a new s variable to the objective function to minimize makespan. 

Production process at LSI highly resembles a FJSP-SDST problem since it produces long setup 

times depending on the products on the sequence. There are three types of operations that 

require setup times, mould change, dye change and label change. Obviously mould change is 

the longest, followed by dye change and the shortest is the label change. 

Now that the process and the main related concepts are identified it’s time to relate them with the 

production scheduling approaches taken in consideration for this work. There are exact 

approaches and meta-heuristic approaches. The next chapters will focus on the first models 

developed for this kind of problems, some concepts behind them and their limitations. The first 

approaches that appeared in the literature are the exact approaches followed by meta-heuristic 

approaches. 

3.4. PRODUCTION SCHEDULING EXACT APPROACHES 

There is a vast literature on scheduling problems using exact approaches. The most important 

regarding this work are the exact approaches applied for RTN and STN based processes and 

also for Flow Shop and Job Shop based processes. 

As previously mentioned RTN and STN often appear in the Literature for solving scheduling 

problems where the process require the representation of product flows. The first approach 

highlighted is a discrete-time STN for the minimization of total makespan (Maravelias & 

Grossmann 2003). This approach appears to be well suited for medium sized problems but when 

facing more complex problems the model’s size requirements highly decreases the model 

efficiency. To overcome this limitations the continuous time formulation started being used. This 

formulation allowed a reduction in the models’ size requirements for solving big complex problems 

because it reduced the number of binary variables needed (Castro et al. 2004).  
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With the advances in computer capabilities, new and more complex problems started to be solved 

(Castro & Grossmann 2006). This work developed a Mixed integer Linear Problem (MILP) for 

scheduling production, using a batch process, one single productive stage for minimizing 

makespan or the total cost. The model uses a continuous time formulation and several time grids 

(one for each machine) and proves to be efficient solving for minimization of total cost and total 

earliness. To better understand the results this model is compared to a MILP model with discrete 

time formulation and to other MILP and CP (Constraint Programming) models. 

Regarding Job Shop scheduling models there is also a vast Literature available. The first simple 

Job Shop scheduling models only allowed the allocation of n jobs to m machines (Mannef 1959) 

by simple non-interference and precedence restrictions. These models also considered delivery 

due dates with the objective of minimizing the total makespan. Later on new models were 

developed that considered m identical machines per production stage (Flexible Job Shop 

Problem, FJSP) and productive paths where some products go through the same stage more 

than one time (recirculation) increasing the model complexity by adding new and more complex 

restrictions that consider this alternative paths (Gomes et al. 2005; Gomes et al. 2008). 

3.5. PRODUCTION SCHEDULING META-HEURISTIC APPROACHES 

The majority of the FJSP studied today are considered NP-hard due to their increasing 

complexity. This means that the computational needs increase exponentially when the problem 

size increase (Gomes et al. 2005). Scheduling problems are usually solved using MILP models 

(exact approach) using branch and bound or constraint programming that suffer from these 

limitations for complex problems. 

To overcome these limitations meta-heuristic approaches were introduced. Compared to exact 

approaches these approaches produced sub optimal results much faster than exact approaches 

to produce optimal results. These results are reliable on an industrial point of view since they are 

fast to produce allowing a quicker decision making and realistic, as far as the objective function 

is concerned. 

Meta-heuristic approaches are used for FJSP because these problems are the hardest 

optimization combinatorial problems. Generally speaking these approaches start on a non-

optimal initial solution and through movements and swaps of jobs they produce better feasible 

solutions. 

For scheduling problems three types of meta-heuristics were highlighted and are broadly used on 

the literature, Simulated Annealing (SA), Tabu Search (TS) and Genetic Algorithm (GA). They 

can be compared by analysing four characteristics: 

1. Scheduling representation needed. 

2. Neighbourhood solution generation method. 

3. Neighbourhood search method. 
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4. Acceptance-rejection criterion. 

The application of SA, TS and GA to the same a Job Shop scheduling problem with a single 

production stage where m identical machines in parallel produce n jobs with resource restrictions 

(ex. labour force, electricity) was studied by (Józefowska et al. 1998). It was concluded that for 

this type of problem the best algorithm was the TS method presenting the largest set of sub 

optimal solutions and the smallest deviation from the optimal solution for all the different problem 

sizes analysed. 

Later on (Logendran et al. 2007) considers the application of a TS meta-heuristic to a productive 

environment with m parallel and non-related machines with sequence dependent setup times. 

This work presents six different search algorithms and four different initial solution generation 

methods, and shows that the quality of the initial solution allows reaching better results more 

efficiently. 

On the same year (Fattahi et al. 2007) considers two approaches to solve FJSP using meta-

heuristics, a hierarchical approach and an integrated approach. These problems comprehend two 

sub-problems, allocation and sequencing. The difference between the two approaches lies on 

how they board both sub-problems wherein the integrated approach boards both sub-problems 

at the same time and the hierarchical boards them separately to reduce problem complexity. The 

hierarchical approach uses two separate meta-heuristics for each sub-problem, one for allocation 

and another for sequencing. Both meta-heuristics work cyclically (from an initial solution) until 

stopping criterion is satisfied. The model works as follows: first the allocation MH produces an 

initial solution (allocates the jobs to the machines) and second the sequencing MH sorts the jobs 

in each machine producing a new solution for another allocation. In this article several models 

are studied by combining TS and SA to each sub-problem. 

A hybrid genetic algorithm (GA) with a variable neighbourhood descent (VND) local search 

procedure was also applied to FJSP. In this formulation (Gao et al. 2008), two vectors are used 

to define a chromosome, one for allocation of jobs to machines and the other for sequencing the 

jobs in the machines. The first stages of the algorithm generates a set of descendants. Then the 

VND local search procedure is applied to the generated descendant chromosomes in two ways: 

i. Move one job; 

ii. Move two jobs; 

In both ways changes are applied to the critical path that minimizes the makespan. The first (i) 

procedure takes a job n from the critical path D and searches for a time interval where the job can 

be allocated. If the interval is not found the next job in the critical path is selected and the 

procedure is repeated. When there are no available time intervals to place all the jobs of D a local 

minimum is found. The second (ii) procedure performs the same way as the first but considers 

two jobs for the allocation test. This formulation was tested for 181 benchmark problems and 

compared with several other formulations and found better results than several formulations. 
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Firstly introduced by (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983) to solve combinatorial problems. Simulated 

Annealing starts with an initial solution and gradually achieves better solutions by performing 

movements to reach and study new solutions, followed by the comparison between the new 

solutions generated and the best solution found. SA has the particularity of allowing the 

acceptance of worst solutions to avoid the solution getting caught on a local optimum. This is 

implemented by adding a temperature variable, a cooling factor variable and a probability of 

acceptance function. As the iteration number increase, the temperature decreases and the 

probability of accepting worst solutions decrease. 

A SA algorithm requires three solution: a current solution (cs); a neighbour solution (ns); and the 

best solution (bs). The current solution is the solution used to generate the neighbour solution, 

but at the starting point the algorithm considers the current solution equal to the initial solution. 

The SA algorithm applied in the minimization of objective functions uses the following procedures: 

 Initial solution generation. 

 Initial solution equals cs. 

 Neighbour solution (ns) generation. 

 Objective function variation ∆= 𝐹(𝑛𝑠) − 𝐹(𝑐𝑠) between both solutions is analysed. 

 If ∆ < 0  means the F(cs) value is higher than F(ns). If a minimization problem is 

considered the ns solution is lower and is automatically accepted. The neighbour solution 

becomes the updated current solution 𝑐𝑠 = 𝑛𝑠. 

 If ∆ ≥ 0  means the F(ns) value  is higher than F(cs), reflecting a worst result in a 

minimization problem. In this case, the neighbour solution is more likely to be accepted 

at higher temperatures than at lower temperatures. 

 The probability of acceptance is defined by a Boltzmann function with 𝑃𝑎𝑐 = 𝑒
−∆

𝑇⁄ , where 

T is the temperature. To accept the neighbour solution as the current solution a random 

number 𝑥 ∈ [0,1] is generated. If 𝑥 ≤ 𝑃𝑎𝑐 the neighbour solution is accepted, if 𝑥 > 𝑃 the 

neighbour solution is rejected. 

 Initially temperature T takes the value  𝑇0 . After a fixed number of iterations the 

temperature is reduced by a cooling factor 𝑅, 𝑇1 = 𝑅𝑇0. This allows the solution to escape 

from local optimum by having higher acceptance probability at the beginning and then 

gradually reducing the probability of acceptance. 

 The stopping criterion is set according to the problem’s objective but generally it is set as 

a minimum temperature value close to zero for which no worst solution is generally 

accepted. 

A Simulated Annealing methodology for the optimal design and scheduling of multipurpose batch 

plants was developed by (Chibeles-Martins et al. 2010) and its comparison was made with an 

exact approach to the same problem. The same authors (Chibeles-Martins et al. 2011) extended 

the previous work in the following year through the application of a multi-objective approach, and 

an efficient frontier characterization as a decision support tool was developed. Regarding the 
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flexible job shop scheduling problem (Roshanaei et al. 2013) developed a methodology for this 

kind of problems through a SA algorithm, for large instances. 

An SA algorithm for the minimization of production delay is presented by (Kim et al. 2002). This 

algorithm models a productive process with n non-related parallel machines and sequence 

dependent setup times and the objective function takes the expression 𝑂𝑏𝑗 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ max (𝐶𝑖 −𝐿
𝑖=1

𝑑𝑖 , 0), where 𝐶𝑖 is the completion time of batch i and 𝑑𝑖 is the due date of batch i. Each batch is 

composed by several different items and the completion time of a batch is the completion time of 

the last item in the lot. In this case the initial solution generation for the model follows the Earliest 

Due Date rule (EDD) allocating the batches to the machines in ascending order of the due dates. 

Each item in the batch is then allocated based on the item number, item 1 to machine 1 and so 

on.  

To generate the neighbourhood six possible moves are considered: 

 Batch interchange: direct swap between two lots. One or more items from a batch 

allocated to a machine are swapped with a set of items from another batch allocated to 

another machine affecting the setup times needed between batches and production times 

that can be different from one machine to the other. The batch selection criteria follows a 

probability function that is equal to the delay of the batches divided by the total delay. The 

second batch for the swap is arbitrarily chosen. 

 Lot insert: a batch is inserted on a different machine. The selection method is the same. 

 Lot merge: two sets of items from the same batch are selected and allocated to the same 

machine. This procedure allows setup time reduction when items from the same batch 

are allocated to different machines. The selection method is the same. 

 Lot split: items from one batch are allocated to a machine. This procedure separates the 

batch and allocates some items to a different machine. The objective is to reduce the 

delay by distributing the items that are causing it by different machines. The selection 

method is the same. 

 Item interchange: this procedure swaps individual items instead of lots. The items are 

arbitrarily selected and the objective is minimizing specific setup times. 

 Item insert: an item is arbitrarily selected and allocated to a different machine. 

To generate the neighbourhood one of the moves needed to be chosen and to achieve better 

results two approaches were studied, i) the selection follows a probability distribution function that 

is based on the results from the previous iterations (selects a type of move based on the results 

from the types of moves used on the previous iterations); ii) the six moves are tested and the 

move chosen is the one that provides the best temporary results in terms of total delay. Despite 

taking more computational time, the second (ii) approach generates better results and is used in 

the model. 

After choosing the other parameters such as cooling ratio, initial temperature, iteration number at 

each temperature level and stopping criterion a computational study was performed comparing 
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this model with two other models, one conventional SA algorithm (exchanges items and inserts 

them without considering batches or setup times) and a neighbourhood search (NS) for several 

combinations of number of machines, lots, items and DD. 

3.6. METHODOLOGY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The factory under study has a single stage process with several machines in parallel with 

sequence dependent setup times that resembles a FJSP-SDST. Nonetheless there are some 

differentiating aspects that make it uncommon since there are machines dedicated to a specific 

product, machines dedicated to a wider set of products, the setup times are different from product 

to product and the factory has one single productive stage (single stage plant). The production 

process itself is relatively simple with only three raw materials being allocated to the process. 

Currently the production scheduling at LSI is manually performed by a team of workers, with no 

support tools (despite the SAP system having control of the raw material stock levels) and 

validated by the factory manager. This scheduling procedure is based on weekly orders and 

mandatory stock levels based on demand forecasts. Therefore the production orders generated 

only account for the stock levels and the delivery due dates, with no concern for the setup times 

that largely affects the production efficiency. 

The model developed addresses the production scheduling and doesn’t regard the raw material 

availability or flows to the process. Also one of the most important parts of this work will be the 

formulation of all the restrictions behind the production process at the factory such as data 

regarding machines, products and orders. These two facts reduce the models’ complexity and 

makes meta-heuristics the best approach for this problem. In terms of implementation and 

adaptability to the problem in hands, the best meta-heuristic studied is Simulated Annealing. 

The main goal of this master thesis is to show the possibilities and the effects that optimization 

models can have on LSI’s production scheduling. Therefore the literature review is focused on 

the applications of these models and how they can be adjusted to LSI’s case and produce 

interesting results for the company. 

There are some studies on SA applications to this kind of problems yet none of them was applied 

to a specific operational situation with this complexity level.  

The SA metaheuristic approach to the production scheduling at the factory will generate sub-

optimal or optimal results without requiring a model of bigger dimensions. In order to analyse the 

problem in detail, two production strategies will be addressed, a Build-To-Stock strategy and a 

Build-To-Order strategy and for each one of them two objective functions will be analysed. A 

single objective function with the minimization of total delay and a bi-objective function with the 

minimization of total delay and total production time or makespan minimization.  
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4. ALGORITHM CHARACTERIZATION 

4.1. SA ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK  

The approach taken to the problem is based on a classic mono-objective SA algorithm adapted 

to fit into a production scheduling problem. As a Local Search Meta-heuristic, SA requires a 

starting procedure to generate a feasible initial solution, a neighbour generation technique and a 

worse solution acceptance-rejection technique to prevent an early stop on a local optimum. This 

solution acceptance-rejection technique is based on a Metropolis Algorithm that automatically 

accepts a better solution and uses a probability function to check the acceptance in case of a 

worse solution. 

Since the problem under study is a production scheduling problem, the main objective is ensuring 

that all orders are manufactured on time. Therefore the first objective taken into consideration is 

the minimization of total delay resulting on a mono-objective approach to the problem. 

Since the total delay can’t reach negative values, the algorithm considers the optimality is reached 

when it founds a solution where the total delay is 0. As predicted, this approach causes the 

algorithm to stop at the first optimal solution found. Since this solution is not efficient in terms of 

production and setup times a new objective was needed to narrow the search space and get 

better and more efficient solutions. 

Therefore, a new objective function was introduced: the minimization of the total production time. 

This triggers a bi-objective Meta-heuristic approach that combines both objectives. Firstly it 

reaches zero delay for the first objective function, and from there it minimizes the total production 

time. 

On a preliminary analysis, the results from the bi-objective approach showed that the algorithm 

was allocating most orders to the machines with the shorter production times resulting in long idle 

times for the other machines. Therefore the algorithm was achieving solutions with a higher 

makespan for a small set of machines (the machines with the shorter production times) and a 

smaller makespan to the rest of the machines (the machines with longer production times). It was 

concluded that a new second objective function that minimizes the total makespan (minimizes the 

latest finishing time) had to be introduced and studied.  

Based on the preliminary analysis the problem resulted on the development of one Mono-

objective and two Bi-objectives Simulated Annealing formulations: 

1. Mono-Objective formulation uses the minimization of total delay, as objective function. 

2. Two Bi-Objective Meta-heuristic Algorithms are explored using the minimization of total 

delay as primary objective function and as secondary objective function the total 

production time in the former formulation, and the makespan minimization in the latter 

formulation. 
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Each of the different formulation fits into both production strategies, Make-To-Order and Make-

To-Stock in order to explore the full potential of the algorithm. The Make-To-Stock strategy 

considers finished product stocks to determine the production orders while the Make-To-Order 

strategy considers no stocks and the production orders correspond to the actual orders. The 

particularities of each strategy will be addressed in the following sections. 

The framework for the Bi-Objective approaches is shown in Figure 7 while the framework for the 

Mono-Objective approach is on Figure 6.  

 

 

Figure 6 –Framework for the Mono-Objective approach 

 

Figure 7- Framework for the Bi-Objective approaches 

The mono objective formulation, named as MObSA is explained in detail in section 4.2, followed 

by section 4.3 where the bi-objective formulation, known as BiObSA is presented. The Excel 

Visual Basic Tool is used for its implementation. 

 

  

Make-to-Stock 

Mono-Objective 

Make-to-Order 

 Minimization of total delay 

Make-to-Stock 

Bi-Objective 

Make-to-Order 

1. First Approach: 
 Minimization o total delay 
 Minimization of total production 

time; 
2. Second Approach: 
 Minimization o total delay 
 Makespan minimization 
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4.2. MONO-OBJECTIVE META-HEURISTIC ALGORITHM (MOBSA)  
The MObSA comprehends five different major procedures. The first procedure generates the 

initial solution. The second addresses the generation of the neighbour solution and the third is 

related with the acceptance-rejection technique for the selection of the new solution. The two last 

procedures, the fourth and fifth, analyse the neighbour solution efficiency, the restart mechanism 

and the stop criterion. The algorithm’s procedures, defined as MObSA algorithm, are presented 

in Figure 8 , and the major procedures are enhanced and will be addressed in detail. To guide 

and help the reader a motivating example is used to illustrate all the procedures.  

 

 

Figure 8 - Schematic representation of the MObSA algorithm 

First Procedure I 

The first procedure (I) addresses the initialization of the SA parameters and generation of an 

initial solution for the algorithm to start.  

Initialization Process consists of a process characterization and an input data treatment, which 

is presented in detail. 
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 The quantity of products (P) to be produced, machines (M) and orders (O), shown in 

Table 2. 

Table 2 - Generic data table of the number of products, machines and orders  

Products (number of products that the factory produces) 4 

Machines (number of operating machines) 2 

Orders (number of orders to produce) 4 

 

 Product setup times: the algorithm reads the setup times needed to swap between 

products (matrix PxP, Table 3). 

Table 3 - Generic data table of product setup times (minutes) 

Setup Times 
Product 

1 2 3 4 

P
ro

d
u
c
t 1  10 300 100 

2 10  100 100 

3 300 100  100 

4 100 100 100  

 

 Orders data: the input of the orders includes the order number, the order’s product 

number, the product quantity needed and the due date (Table 4). 

Table 4 - Generic data table of orders  

Order 1 2 3 4 

Product 2 3 4 1 

Quantity 10000 6000 8000 6000 

Due Date 500 1000 1500 600 

 

 Product processing times: the unitary product processing times are based on the 

machines’ hourly rates (matrix MxP, Table 5). 

 

Table 5 - Generic data table of product processing times (minutes) 

Processing Times (min) P1 P2 P3 P4 

M1 - - - 0,04 

M2 0,02 0,005 0,03 - 

 

 Orders processing times:  this step comprises the calculation of the order’s individual 

processing times (Matrix MxO, Table 6). These values are calculated based on the 

product processing times previously showed and the product quantities of each order. 
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Table 6 - Generic data table of orders’  processing times (minutes) 

Order Processing Times (min) O1 O2 O3 O4 

M1 - - 320 - 

M2 50 180 - 120 

 

After the input data, the initial solution is generated by following the pseudo code below: 

1. Select the first order; 

2. Select the lowest processing time (if the order’s product can be produced by the 

machine); 

3. Select the corresponding machine; 

4. Assign the order to the machine; 

5. Next order (Go to step 2); 

6. Generate the orders’ completion times by adding the necessary setup times; 

7. With the orders’ due dates and completion times generate the orders’ slacks or delays. 

If the order is in time the delay is 0; 

8. Calculate the objective function by adding all the orders’ delays. 

9. This solution is set as the current solution of the algorithm and as the best solution so 

far. 

The motivating example results, which include the production sequence, the total delay, each 

order’s delay or slack and completion times are shown in Table 7 and Table 8. The first table 

shows the allocation of the several orders to the machines and its production sequence. Machine 

1 will produce orders 5, 8 followed by 10 while machine 2 will produce orders 1 and 9. The 

objective function value which represents the sum of the delays of all orders is characterized with 

the value of 570 minutes. 

 

Table 7 - Initial solution order production sequence 

Machine Nº of Orders 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

M1 3 O5 O8 O10         

M2 2 O1 O9                 

M3 3 O2 O4 O6         

M4 2 O3 O7                 

Obj1 570                     

 

Table 7 presents the completion time, slack and delay for each order. Completion time is the 

finishing time of an order, slack and delay represent the difference between the completion time 

and the due date for an order (𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦/𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝐷𝑢𝑒 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒). Order 1 has 

a Due Date of 500 minutes and is completed in 50 minutes. This order will be ready 450 minutes 
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before its due date, therefore the order has a slack of 450 minutes. In the motivating example, 

Order 10 is the only delayed order, with a delay of 570 minutes.  

Table 8 - Initial solution orders completion, delay and slack times 

Order Nº O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 O9 O10 

Completion Time 50 30 40 140 40 310 90 400 72,5 620 

Slack -450 -370 -260 -460 -160 -690 -310 -150 -127,5 570 

Delay 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 570 

 

Second Procedure II 

The initial solution generation is followed by the second procedure (II) that comprehends the 

temperature update and the generation of a neighbour solution.  

The temperature update is defined by the cooling mechanism, characterized by three steps 

illustrated on Figure 9. Step one corresponds to the initial parameters values for temperature 𝑇, 

cooling factor 𝑅 and number of iterations 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇. After the first ten iterations the temperature is 

reduced by following the cooling procedure showed in step two, where the initial temperature is 

multiplied by the cooling factor 𝑅. The new temperature is used for the next ten iterations and 

then the temperature is decreased (step n). 

 

Figure 9 – Schematic generic representation of the cooling mechanism used for MOBSA 
algorithm 

The second procedure also consists on the generation of the neighbour solutions. A neighbour 

solution is generated at every iteration and is further compared to the current solution in order to 

find the best possible solution. 

 

Neighbour solution characterization  

The neighbour solution is obtained by applying a movement to the current solution. The two 

movements explored are: swap orders between machines (movement 1) and swap consecutive 

orders on a machine’s line-up (movement 2). 

Step 1 

𝑇0 = 100 

𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇 = 10 

Initial Temperature (𝑇0) = 100 

Cooling Factor (𝑅) = 0.95 

Number of Iterations at Same Temperature (𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇) = 10 

Step n 

𝑇𝑛 = 𝑅 × 𝑇𝑛−1 

𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇 = 10 

Step 2 

𝑇1 = 𝑅 × 𝑇0 = 95 

𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇 = 10 
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Movement 1 is defined by the following steps: 

1.1. An order is randomly selected; 

1.2. A machine to receive the order is selected; 

1.3. The order is moved to the last position of the receiving machine’s line-up; 

1.4. The number of orders in both machines are updated. 

1.5. The line-up of the machine that give away the order is updated. 

1.6. New completion times, slacks and delays are generated. 

1.7. New objective function value is generated. 

Based on the motivating example, the sequence before the movement is order 5, 8 and 10. In 

this movement, the order 5 is picked from machine 1 and added to machine 4 producing an update 

for orders 8 and 10 in M1. The new sequence in M1 became order 8 followed by 10 while the 

sequence in M4 became order 3, 7 and 5, showed in Table 9.  

Every time this procedure is made the order’s variables are updated, requiring new delays/slacks 

and completion times calculations that produce a new value for the objective function. The update 

on these values is shown by comparing the new values on Table 10 with the initial values 

previously showed in Table 8. 

Table 9 – Neighbour solution generated after movement 1  

Machine Nº of Orders 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

M1 3 O5 O8 O8 O10 O10         

M2 2 O1 O9                 

M3 3 O2 O4 O6         

M4 2 O3 O7 O5               

Obj1 380                     

 

Table 10 -Neighbour solution orders completion, delay and slack times  

Order Nº O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 O9 O10 

Completion Time 50 30 40 140 250 310 90 160 72,5 380 

Slack -450 -370 -260 -460 50 -690 -310 -390 -127,5 330 

Delay 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 330 

 

For the neighbour solution presented there is a decrease in the objective function as the delay is 

reduced from 570 for the initial solution to 380 for the neighbour solution despite the increase in 

the number of delayed orders (orders 5 and 10 in the neighbour solution and order 10 in the initial 

solution). 

Movement 2 is explained below. It consists of a simple swap between two consecutive orders in 

the same machine’s line-up. As seen previously on Table 10, after the generation of the neighbour 

solution the completion, slack and delay times are updated to match the neighbour solution’s 

processing times. 
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Movement 2 is defined by the following steps: 

2.7. A machine is randomly selected (the machine selected needs to have two or more 

orders in its line-up); 

2.8. A position on the machine line-up is randomly selected (position one cannot be 

chosen); 

2.9. The order chosen is swapped with its preceding order; 

2.10. New completion times, slacks and delays are generated. 

2.11. New objective function value is generated. 

Once a neighbour solution is generated the algorithm performs an evaluation of this solution to 

check its acceptability as a new current solution. This acceptance technique is explained on the 

next procedure. 

Third Procedure III 

The evaluation of the neighbour solution is done by comparing the neighbour solution (ns) with 

the current solution (cs). To accept the neighbour solution as the current solution, the procedure 

uses a probability of acceptance 𝑃𝑎𝑐 that is based on the classic SA algorithm. This probability is 

defined in expression (1). 

𝑃𝑎𝑐 = {
1                            , 𝑓1(𝑠𝑖

′) > 𝑓1(𝑠𝑖)

𝑒
𝑓1(𝑠𝑖

′)−𝑓1(𝑠𝑖)

𝑇1             , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                                        (1) 

After generating 𝑃𝑎𝑐, the algorithm generates a random number 𝑥 ∈ [0,1]. If 𝑥 < 𝑃𝑎𝑐 the algorithm 

accepts the neighbour solution as the current solution (it will accept all better solutions). If 𝑥 ≥

𝑃𝑎𝑐, the algorithm rejects the neighbour solution. This procedure is done for each iteration and 

therefore a new 𝑃𝑎𝑐 is generated each time a neighbour solution is created. This procedure allows 

the acceptance of worst solutions in terms of the objective function allowing more solutions to be 

explored. 

After the generation and acceptance/rejection of the neighbour solution, the fourth procedure is 

needed to analyse the efficiency of the new current solution and accept it as the new best solution. 

 

Fourth Procedure IV 

This procedure is only performed if the neighbour solution is accepted as the new current solution, 

and it tests the efficiency of this new solution by comparing it with the current best solution. 

If the new current solution is better than the current best solution, the SA algorithm stores the new 

current solution as the new best current solution.  
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In the MObSA algorithm, the SA algorithm will search for the first solution that has the value 0 for 

the objective function (since the objective function is the minimization of the total delay). Once the 

first zero solution is reached (the delay do not take negative values), the algorithm will keep it and 

do not update the best solution even if new zero solutions are found. 

To conclude the SA algorithm the fifth procedure defines the stop criteria. 

Fifth Procedure V 

The fifth and last procedure comprehends the stop criterions control. The stop criterion for MObSA 

algorithm was set to be the temperature level. When the temperature reaches a certain value the 

algorithm stops and returns the best solution found so far. 
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4.3. BI-OBJECTIVE META-HEURISTIC ALGORITHM (BIOBSA)  

The bi-objective algorithm (BiObSA) is based on the mono-objective algorithm aforementioned 

and a second objective function is explored, through two different situations: the total production 

time minimization and makespan minimization.  

The adaptation to the bi-objective algorithm as impact in procedure II, III and IV caused by the 

addition of the second objective. It also requires a new stop criterion control, which as impact is 

procedure V, the algorithm is detailed in this following paragraph and is illustrated in Figure 10. 

BiObSA’s algorithm considers two separate stages, the first stage corresponds to the MObSA 

algorithm where a zero-delay solution is found. The second stage considers the zero-delay 

solution as its initial solution and develops from there. Since this is a bi-objective approach, 

additional temperature, cooling factor and number of iterations parameters are needed to control 

the evolution of the algorithm.  

 

Figure 10 - Representation of the BiObSA algorithm 
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First Procedure I 

After a zero delay solution is found in the first part of the algorithm, the initial parameters have to 

be reset restarted. The procedure one sets the initial temperature, cooling rate and number of 

iterations at the same temperature level for the second objective, 𝑇, 𝑅 and 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇. 

Second and Third Procedures II and III 

Like the MObSA algorithm, procedure II consists of a temperature update and a neighbour 

solution generation method. In this procedure (II) is followed the same way as in MObSA’s 

procedure II, the same cooling strategy and the same neighbour generation movements 1 and 2 

are used. 

Procedure III comprehends an acceptance test to the neighbour solution. This evaluation is 

performed using the same principles as MObSA’. However in this case, instead of using the 

solutions’ delays (𝑓1(𝑠𝑖)) to calculate 𝑃𝑎𝑐 it uses the second objective function, the solutions’ total 

production time (𝑓2(𝑠𝑖)) or the solution’s total makespan (𝑓3(𝑠𝑖)). Formulation presented in (2). 

𝑃𝑎𝑐 = {
1                            , 𝑓2(𝑠𝑖

′) > 𝑓2(𝑠𝑖)

𝑒
𝑓2(𝑠𝑖

′)−𝑓2(𝑠𝑖)

𝑇1             , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
                                        (2) 

 

Fourth Procedure IV 

As we can conclude from procedure III, worst solutions in terms of the first objective can be 

accepted as current solutions since the acceptance probability only takes the second objective in 

its evaluation. The first objective is taken into consideration at this procedure IV. It comprehends 

an efficiency test to the new current solution that only accepts it as the new best solution if its 

objective 1 value is 0 (zero-delay) and its objective 2 is better than the actual best solution. 

Fifth Procedure V 

Like MObSA’s fifth procedure, BiObSA’s fifth procedure consists of a stop criterion check. This 

algorithm has two stages, requiring two stop criteria, one for each stage. The stop criterion for the 

first step is the achievement of a zero delay solution. While for the second step is the achievement 

of a specific temperature level. When that temperature level is reached the algorithm stops and 

returns the best solution found so far (procedure V of Figure 10).  
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4.4. PRODUCTION STRATEGIES 

This industry operates with large stock levels in order to fulfil the customer demand under 

uncertainty. To overcome this problem, a Make-to-Stock (MTS) strategy can be applied meaning 

that the factory’s production is scheduled in order to meet certain stock levels and not specific 

orders.  

The use of this strategy induces a high pressure in the warehouse manager, which has the 

responsibility of keeping the most efficient stock level in order to maintain the low warehousing 

costs. Based on this requirement and with the aim of warehouse cost’s minimization, the Make-

to-order (MTO) strategy was explored.    

The production strategy followed by the facility to satisfy the demand is based on the on-hand 

product availability.  As they receive an order, firstly confirm its availability in the warehouse, if is 

not possible to fulfil that order, is scheduled for production, following one of the strategies MTO 

or MTS and taking the due date into account. 

The following sub-sections clarify how these productions strategies are implemented in the 

algorithm. 

4.4.1. MAKE TO ORDER STRATEGY 

Make-to-Order (MTO) is a production strategy where the production is scheduled based only on 

the orders received and does not incorporate the finished product stock levels. This operational 

strategy requires longer lead times since the production only starts once the orders are received. 

This means that the factory operates on a tighter schedule since they have no stock level and 

each production order corresponds to the actual order requested. To operate under this strategy 

a higher operational efficiency is required in order to produce higher volumes of orders, in the 

same period of time. 

The advantage of this strategy is the exclusion of stocks that result in lower warehousing costs 

for the factory. However MTO has two major disadvantages. The risk of failing orders due to 

unplanned demand peaks and the higher production setup times. 

As an example, if a machine is producing three orders in sequence that comprehend the following 

products: 

1. Order 1 → Product 1 

2. Order 2 → Product 2 

3. Order 3 → Product 1 

The machine will produce product 1, followed by product 2, followed by product 1, resulting in 

unnecessary setup times between orders. 
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4.4.2. MAKE TO STOCK STRATEGY 

The Make-to-Stock (MTS) strategy is characterized by using the reorder point. Every time the 

stock level of each individual product reaches the reorder point a new production order is 

released. This reorder point is an interval between maximum and minimum stock level. 

The batch dimension is defined based on:  the actual orders quantities, the initial and final stock 

quantities and the stock level limits for each product. The actual orders are characterized as the 

orders requested by the client, while the initial stock is the amount of finished product stored in 

the warehouse. The final stock quantities are obtained by deducting the aggregated order 

quantities to the initial stock. Finally the stock level limits are restrictions agreed with the client 

that can guarantee supply during unpredictable demand peaks. 

The procedures that define the batch dimension for each order to be produced are characterized 

in ten steps. For simplicity, those procedures are clarified using the motivating example:  

1. A set of actual orders is received (see Table 11); 

2. Initial stock levels and stock level limits are given (see Table 12); 

3. Actual orders are aggregated by product; 

4. Final stock levels are calculated by subtracting the aggregated orders to the initial stock 

level (see Table 12); 

5. For each product: 

6. If the final stock level is between the maximum and minimum no production is needed for 

that product (see product 1 in Table 12); 

7. If the final stock level is positive but below the minimum stock level, the factory will 

produce enough product for the stock level to reach its maximum limit. For this case, the 

due date is irrelevant since the orders are fulfilled by the products in stock (see product 

3 in Table 12); 

8. If the final stock level is negative, the factory will produce enough product for the stock 

level to reach its maximum limit. Now the due date is relevant since there will be a 

shortage of product. In this case, the due date used will be the shortest due date for the 

actual orders for the same product since the factory needs to guarantee that all orders 

are fulfilled on time (see products 2 and 4 in Table 12); 

9. Based on this information production orders are generated. 

10. From here the algorithm executes like the algorithm characterized earlier. 

Based on the motivating example showed in Table 11 to Table 13, the factory starts with five 

actual orders and each of the four products has its own initial stock and stock limits to respect. 

The order quantities are aggregated by product and deducted to the initial stock of each product 

to obtain the predicted final stock level. The orders’ due dates are only taken into consideration if 

the predicted stock level has a negative value (as seen in the steps explained above). Finally the 

production orders are obtained by analysing the predicted stock levels and if the value are below 

the expected minimum limits then the algorithm emits the necessary production orders to re-
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establish the stock levels. In the example the initial five orders become three production orders 

and only two of them have due dates to respect.  

This strategy, compared with MTO, produces better setup times, because the actual orders are 

aggregated by product, resulting less number of orders, but with higher volume to schedule. 

Table 11 - Motivating example of a set of initial orders 

Actual Orders O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 

Product P2 P3 P1 P2 P4 

Quantity 10000 10000 5000 20000 30000 

Due Date 20 30 25 40 35 

 

Table 12 - Motivating example of the initial stock values 

Product Initial Stock Final Stock Minimum Maximum 

P1 15000 10000 8000 15000 

P2 18000 -12000 18000 25000 

P3 11000 1000 10000 13000 

P4 22000 -8000 20000 25000 

 

Table 13 - Motivating example production orders after the reorder point 

Production Orders O1' O2' O3' O4' 

Product 1 2 3 4 

Quantity 0 37000 12000 33000 

Due Date 0 20 0 35 

 

Our case study uses the MTS strategy, and its scheduling is developed taking into account the   

minimum and maximum stocks levels.   

However both production strategies are explored in the algorithm in order to verify the advantages 

and disadvantages previously explained.  
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5. THE MODEL 

This chapter includes two sections, section 5.1 and 5.2. Section 5.1 presents the model 

characterization, with the input data and stopping criteria descriptions, followed by section 5.2 

with the sensitive analysis to identify the best model’s parameters calibration. The performance 

analysis to the proposed algorithms were made using an Intel Core i7-3610QM, T7300, 2.30 GHz, 

8 GB RAM. 

5.1. MODEL CHARACTERIZATION 

The model characterization embraces the data input and the stop criteria, which is presented in 

the following sub sections (5.1.1. and 5.1.2.). 

5.1.1. INPUT DATA 

The input data is characterized by the case study data and the algorithm data. The case study 

data is used on all formulations, with the aim of analysing the final scheduling, and its 

performance. For confidential reasons the case study data was adopted, using a representative 

working week.   

The formulation characterize a manufacturing environment, to produce and define the scheduling 

of 30 products, over 40 orders during one week, using 8 machines. The 30 products are divided 

into 15 bottoms and 15 covers. The products have different shapes, colours and labels. To 

produce an order the following details are needed: the product, a quantity and a due date. The 

bottoms are produced in machines 1 to 5 and covers are produced in machines 6 to 8. Each 

machine has a processing and set-up time. The Input data for the algorithm is shown in Appendix 

1. 

The algorithm data characterization is dependent from the approach used, mono or bi-objective. 

As is shown in Table 14, the bi-objective requires twice as much as the mono-objective approach 

since the bi-objective requires two sets of parameters, one for each stage of the algorithm.  Those 

parameters values have a large impact in algorithms’ performances, such as: CPU time, total 

number of solutions and the quality of the solutions.  

The CPU Time and number of solutions visited increase with temperature (𝑇), number of solutions 

at each temperature level (𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇) and cooling rate (𝑅) as the algorithm has to visit more solutions 

until the end of the execution, therefore requiring more CPU time. On the other hand the quality 

of the solutions found can show different results with the increase of the parameters since a larger 

number of solutions don’t result in higher quality solutions. Therefore an analysis is required to 

check the behaviour of the algorithm for different sets of parameters and select the values more 

suited to our case. 
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Table 14 - Parameters input data 

Parameters Temperature Cooling Rate Nº Iterations 

MObSA 𝑇1 𝑅1 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇1 

BiObSA 𝑇1 and 𝑇2 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇1 and 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇2 

 

5.1.2. STOP CRITERION 

The stop criterion used is a predetermined temperature value in both approaches, mono and bi-

objective. The stop criteria uses a set of small temperatures, to ensure that the temperature 

decreases no worst solutions are accepted, resulting in a probability of acceptance of almost zero. 

The MObSA requires only one temperature 𝑇1 specification, as a mono-objective approach, while 

the BiObSA formulation requires two temperatures 𝑇1 and 𝑇2. The BiObSA has to control not only 

two objectives functions, but also two stop criteria. The procedure starts with the minimization of 

the 𝑂𝐹1  (delay minimization), until zero delay is reached or the value of temperature 𝑇1  is 

achieved, which characterize the first stage. In the second stage the minimization of the second 

objective function 𝑂𝐹2 (production time or makespan minimization), occurs until the stop criterion 

is reached (temperature 𝑇2). The parameters characterization for both approaches, are shown in 

Table 15. 

Table 15 – Values for the Stop Criteria 

Objective Function MObSA BiObSA 

𝑶𝑭𝟏 𝑇1 = 0,000001 
𝑇1 = 0,000001 𝑜𝑟 

𝑂𝐹1 = 0 

𝑶𝑭𝟐  𝑇2 = 0,000001 

 

5.2. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

In this section a sensitive analysis is made to the algorithm’s parameters to calibrate them. The 

algorithm uses random values to generate the neighbour solution and to check the acceptability 

of the new solution. These random values were generated through a Linear Congruential 

Generator (LGC) available in Visual Basic library. However the comparison analysis among 

formulation was reached using the same seed (fixed seed process). The code is shown in 

Appendix 2. The fixed seed ensures that every execution uses the same set of random numbers 

and guarantees that unbiased results and quality of the solutions found. 

The sensitivity analysis was performed by combining several sets of parameters and analysing 

which ones produce the best results in an acceptable CPU Time. The analysis starts with the 

mono-objective approach for the two production strategies, followed by the bi-objective 

approaches for both second objective functions and for the two production strategies. Details are 

presented in the following section. 
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5.2.1. MONO-OBJECTIVE APPROACH - MOBSA 

The MObSA formulation is explored for both production strategies, MTO and MTS, with the aim 

of defining the best set of parameter for each strategy.  

5.2.1.1. Make-To-Order Strategy  

The Sensitive Analysis firstly explores the number of iterations at the same temperature (NIST) 

and the Cooling Rate (R), followed by the temperature identification, which reaches the best 

performance.  

The sensitive analysis uses several sets for number of iterations at the same temperature (NIST) 

and Cooling Rate (R), as shown is Table 16. All possible combinations between the parameters 

where studied in order to identify which one produces the best performance.   

Table 16 – Number of Iterations at the same temperature level and Cooling Rates used 
for the sensitivity analysis 

Number of iteration (NIST) Cooling Rate  (R) 

100 0.95 

250 0.975 

500 0.99 

 

As is shown in Appendix 3, as the initial temperature decreases, the algorithm visits fewer 

solutions and moves too fast from higher to lower temperatures which restricts the quality of the 

solutions achieved by accepting fewer worst solution. If the temperature values is higher than 

1000 the algorithm accepts too many worst solutions, allowing a degradation of the objective 

function from which the algorithm can’t recover when the temperature achieves lower levels. 

However the algorithm presents consistent optimal values (zero-delay solutions) for temperatures 

equal or higher than 250 and cooling rate higher than 0.95. 

The number of iterations at the same temperature of 100, 250 and 500 were explored for each 

temperature level. As shown in appendix 2 with 100 iterations the algorithm visits fewer solutions, 

but using 500 iterations too many solutions are visited resulting in longer CPU times with no 

improvement in results.  This analysis shows the best tuning results using 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇1  = 250 and and 

𝑅1 = 0.99. 

In order to define the initial temperature value that has the best performance, several tests were 

performed for 100, 250, 500, 750 and 1000. As shown in Table 17 the algorithm performs 

consistently, for temperature levels ranging from 250 onwards with a percentage of optimal 

solutions found above 79%. Based on this performance measure we can highlight two 

temperature levels, 250 and 500 having percentages of 89% and 90%, respectively. Despite 

having a higher standard deviation the 𝑇1=500 visits more solutions on average and is expected 
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to perform well in case of a slight increase in algorithm complexity (ex. more orders). Therefore 

𝑇1=500 is the value that best fits the algorithm, for this data set. 

As summary and considering the aforementioned analysis the algorithm’s parameters are tuned 

with 𝑇1=500, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇1=250 and 𝑅1=0.99.  

Table 17 - Statistical analysis for MonoSA MTO algorithm 

R1=0,99; NIST1=250 T1=100 T1=250 T1=500 T1=750 T1=1000 

OF1 
(min) 

Optimal solution 0 0 0 0 0 

Average 172 19 26 54 62 

Maximum 440 360 1670 930 1080 

Standard Deviation 74 63 136 142 152 

% Opt. Solutions 14,5% 90,0% 89,0% 82,0% 79,5% 

CPU 
Time 

(s) 

Minimum 0,1 0,0 0,3 1,0 1,2 

Average 44,9 6,8 7,0 15,6 13,7 

Maximum 60,7 63,1 62,1 66,2 68,3 

Standard Deviation 21,4 16,8 13,5 22,7 19,9 

N It 
Best 
Sol 

Minimum 354 565 2054 6198 2972 

Average 5393 10215 23421 33612 38909 

Maximum 164798 33311 65430 59278 68602 

Standard Deviation 13977 5575 8962 8892 10014 

 

The algorithm performance based on the minimization of the delay (𝑂𝐹1) vs number of iteration, 

is shown in Figure 11. The 𝑂𝐹1 converges fast for the first 16% of iterations (specifically until 

iteration 4193) with a high decrease of the 𝑂𝐹1 value (from its initial value of 10528.5 minutes to 

543.5 minutes). After that, the algorithm convergence decreases, and requires 22 749 solutions 

until it finds an optimal solution at a temperature 𝑇1=170.58. These results were obtained in one 

execution, requiring 1.64 CPU seconds. 

 

Figure 11 – MobSA MTO OF1 evolution  
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For a more detail analysis, 200 executions using random seed were explored, and the frequency 

distribution is presented in Figure 12. The algorithm reaches the optimum value (zero delay) in 

178 executions (89%) and showed an acceptable average delay of 26 minutes.  However, in 

some cases the algorithm doesn’t reach the optimum value, and some delays take values higher 

than a working day shift, from 500 minutes onwards, suggesting additional tuning. 

 

Figure 12 – Absolute Frequency Distribution of OF1 optimal value   

 

5.2.1.2. Make-To-Stock Strategy  

The MTS strategy considers the stock levels of each product into account, which increases the 

input data complexity but decreases the algorithm complexity, because the due dates only 

become relevant for the products in shortage. 

The sensitivity analysis follows the same methodology as the MTO, and several sets of parameter 

combinations were analysed in order to achieve the set of values that produce the best results 

within acceptable CPU time. A combination of three NIST (100, 250 and 500), three Cooling rates 

(0.95, 0.975 and 0.99) and several temperature levels (100, 250, 500, 750 and 1000) were tested. 

The algorithm showed good performance for all sets of parameters and achieved optimal 

solutions for most of all the tests performed, the results are shown in appendix 4. In this strategy 

the stock levels may change week from week varying the data complexity. The maximum 

complexity that the algorithm can face resembles the MTO strategy. Therefore the same values 

for tuning the parameters cooling factor and number of iterations were assumed, 099 and 250, 

respectively.  

In order to achieve the initial temperature value that has the best performance, several tests were 

performed for temperatures of 100, 250, 500, 750 and 1000, using the cooling factor of 0.99 and 

the number of iterations of 250. As shown in Table 18 the algorithm performs consistently for 

temperature levels ranging from 250 onwards with a percentage of optimal solutions found of 
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100%. The parameters’ values chosen for this algorithm are the ones that require a short CPU 

Time and find an optimal solution at a temperature level that would still accept an increase in 

complexity. Therefore the set of chosen parameters are 𝑇1=500, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇1=250 and 𝑅1=0.99. As 

expected the algorithm converges much faster to a zero delay solution. Results obtained from 

one execution are presented in Figure 13. 

Table 18 - Statistical analysis for MonoSA MTS algorithm 

R1=0.99; NIST1=250 T1=100 T1=250 T1=500 T1=750 T1=1000 

OF1 
(min) 

Optimal solution 0 0 0 0 0 

Average 40 1 0 0 0 

Maximum 190 100 0 0 0 

Standard Deviation 59 7 0 0 0 

% Opt. Solutions 66,0% 99,5% 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

CPU 
Time (s) 

Minimum 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Average 6,0 0,2 0,1 0,2 0,3 

Maximum 18,1 18,2 0,5 0,5 1,0 

Standard Deviation 8,2 1,3 0,1 0,1 0,2 

N It 
Best 
Sol 

Minimum 55 33 52 37 23 

Average 3032 2116 2433 3841 6298 

Maximum 42608 16840 12735 12796 22125 

Standard Deviation 6224 2627 2266 2832 4588 

 

 

Figure 13 - MObSA MTS OF1 evolution 

The results defined in Figure 13 were obtained in 0.16 seconds of CPU time. The optimal solution 

is found after the algorithm has visited 202 solutions and at a temperature level of 500. This 

behaviour shows that the temperature level chosen still has a considerable temperature margin 

to handle more complex input data that can happen if there are shortages in the stock levels of 

more products.  
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Comparing this strategy with MObSA MTO, the effect of the complexity decrease becomes clear. 

The MTS strategy requires not only less the CPU time as well as the number of iterations needed 

before the achievement of a zero delay solution. 

The developed algorithms produced zero-delay solutions in less than 2 seconds and produced 

optimal solutions for more than 90% of the executions performed, presenting promising results.  

In the following section the results for the Bi-Objective approaches are explored. 

5.2.2. BI-OBJECTIVE APPROACH - BIOBSA 

The Bi-objective approach addresses two cases, where the operational strategies are explored, 

the Make-to-Order and Make-to-Stoke. 

First case characterize the Make-to-Order, followed by a second case which characterize the 

Make-to-Stoke strategy. Both case explores two scenarios. In the first scenario the algorithm used 

the delay and the total production time minimization as objective functions. The second scenario 

the algorithm uses as objective function the minimization of delay and the minimization of 

makespan. The minimization of total production time defines the minimization of the production 

time for all production orders while the makespan minimization comprehends the minimization of 

the latest order finishing time.  

The bi-objective algorithm (BiObSA) is defined in two steps. In the first step, the BiObSA identifies 

the solutions with zero delay (acting as MObSA algorithm).  The second step the BiObSA follows 

the framework presented in Figure 10. At this stage the BiObSA algorithm search for the better 

solution for the second objective. 

An improved Neighbour Search Method was presented and used in both cases. 

5.2.2.1. First case – Make-To-Order Strategy (MTO) 

The algorithm starts to find the zero delay solution, which is the optimal solution for the first 

objective functions. Considering those results, the algorithm goal is to minimize the total 

production time. Given the problem complexity and difficulty to reach a non-dominated solution 

the algorithm (BiObSA) was taking too long to find it, and the algorithm was accepting dominated 

neighbour solutions in terms of the first objective on the first iterations analysed and could not 

recover from these non-optimal solutions. 

The results obtained in the preliminary executions with the BiObSA MTO algorithms suggested 

that a stricter neighbour generation method was needed.  

New proposal for Neighbour Search Method 

To overcome this problem the neighbour search method was updated and the algorithm started 

searching a set of possible neighbour solutions before it tests the acceptance of the new solution. 

This search method would stop when the found neighbour solution respected the first objective 
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or after visiting 20 neighbour solutions and none of them respected the first objective. It follows 

the pseudo code below: 

1. Set x = 0; 

2. x = x + 1; 

3. Generate and analyse a neighbour solution in terms of the first objective; 

4. If OF1 = 0 then Go to step 6, else Go to step 5; 

5. If x = 20 then Go to step 6, else Go to step 2; 

6. Accept solution as the new neighbour solution. 

The updated Neighbour Search Method results was more reliable for both bi-objective algorithms, 

despite an increase in computational burden, because the algorithm is visiting a maximum of 20 

solutions at each iteration. 

 SBiObSA Tuning 

The BiObSA’s algorithms used for the first step the parameters of 𝑇1 =500, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇1 =250 and 

𝑅1=0.99, already tuned in for the MObSA algorithm. The second step was analysed for the 

temperature, number of iterations and cooling factor, as 𝑇2 (100, 250, 500, 1000 and 1500), 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇2 

(100, 250) and 𝑅2 (0.95, 0.975 and 0.99), respectively. 

From a preliminary analysis the best results shown are for 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇2 =250 and 𝑅2 =0.99 for all 

temperature levels considered, for both scenarios, meaning that the algorithm performs better 

with slower convergence speed (results presented in appendix 5 and 6). A deeper temperature 

analysis was performed by statistical analysis of 200 executions at each temperature level, for 

both scenarios: considering the second objective function as minimization of total production time 

and minimization of the makespan. This analysis considered three variables: the second objective 

function value in minutes (𝑂𝐹2 or 𝑂𝐹3); the CPU time required, in seconds; and the number of 

iterations visited until the best solution is found. The results are presented in Table 19. 

First scenario results: minimization of the delay and the total production time 

The temperature value that best performs in this scenario is 𝑇2=250, with an average of total 

production time and CPU time of 𝑂𝐹2=10730 minutes (179 hours) and 341 seconds, respectively. 

Regarding the number of iterations until the best solution the average value decreases from 6637 

for 𝑇2=100 to 2802 for 𝑇2=1500. This decrease is caused by the acceptance-rejection technique 

that has a higher probability of accepting worst solutions at higher temperatures. The higher 

acceptance-rejection ratio generates worst solutions in terms of the first objective that can’t be 

overcome as the algorithm progresses to lower temperatures.  

The minimization of total production time (𝑂𝐹2) over one execution with the tuned parameter 

values (𝑇2=250, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇2=250 and 𝑅2=0.99) are presented in Figure 14. The 𝑂𝐹2 is reduced in 14% 

(1635 minutes, approx. 27.5 hours), from the starting zero-delay solution of 197.8 hours to 167.6 
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hours for the best solution found. This solution was obtained within 365 seconds (approx. 6 

minutes). 

 

Figure 14 – BiObSA MTO for minimization of total production time (OF2) evolution 

The production plan for the minimization of total production time 𝑂𝐹2 is presented in Figure 15. 

Each machine has its own sequence of orders to produce resulting in different makespans and 

total setup times. 

This production plan produces a total of 2540 minutes of setup time that is distributed between 

the 8 machines. Since 𝑂𝐹2 is considered the sum of all production time the algorithm tries to 

sequence all orders of the same product in the same machine (see products 1, 4, 6, 16, 17 and 

21) if the corresponding due dates allow. 

For this objective function the processing time of each machine is the main factor contributing to 

the orders’ scheduling therefore it is noticed that the slower machines are scheduled with less 

orders (ex. machine 1 with 2 orders) while the faster machine are scheduled with more orders 

(ex. Machine 2 with 6 orders), causing longer makespans for the faster machines.  
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Mach. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Makespan ST 

M1 O14, P15 
O10, 
P11 

       370 10 

M2 O6, P7 O9, P10 
O11, 
P12 

O13, 
P14 

O12, 
P13 

O39, 
P14 

   2630 340 

M3 O2, P3 O38, P6 O5, P6 O8, P9 O7, P8     1225 610 

M4 O15, P1 O32, P1 
O34, 
P2 

      1050 10 

M5 O1, P2 O4, P5 O3, P4 O36, P4      1160 310 

M6 O19, P20 
O26, 
P27 

O35, 
P19 

O20, 
P21 

O37, 
P21 

O18, 
P19 

   1130 130 

M7 O25, P26 
O22, 
P23 

O24, 
P25 

O21, 
P22 

O23, 
P24 

    848,5 600 

M8 O33, P17 
O16, 
P17 

O17, 
P18 

O31, 
P16 

O30, 
P16 

O28, 
P29 

O29, 
P30 

O40, 
P29 

O27, 
P28 1640 530 

OF1 0           

OF2 10053,5           

OF3 2630           

Total 
ST 

2540 
          

Figure 15 – BiObSA MTO for minimization of total production time (OF2) production plan 

 

Second scenario results: minimization of the delay and makespan 

In the second scenario the algorithm performed consistently for all tested initial temperature levels 

since there is not a temperature level that outperforms the others by considerable values. The 

initial temperature that produced the best results is 𝑇2=1500 with an average of makespan and 

CPU time of 1924 minutes (approx. 32 hours) and 390 seconds (approx. 6.5 minutes), 

respectively. The algorithm visited on average 1276 solutions until the best solution was found. 

The evolution of 𝑂𝐹3  value for one execution with the selected parameter values (𝑇3 =1500, 

𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇3=250 and 𝑅3=0.99) is presented in Figure 16. Results show a 14% reduction (305 minutes, 

approx. 5 hours) in the objective function from the starting zero-delay solution of 36.5 hours to 

31.4 hours. This reduction highlights the importance of the second objective for optimizing the 

production scheduling at the factory since all machines will be available for new production orders 

5 hours earlier with no delays. 
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Figure 16 - BiObSA MTO for makespan minimization (OF3) evolution 

The production plan for this algorithm is presented in Figure 17. In this case, since the objective 

function shifts between the machines that have the longest makespan they do not minimize the 

makespan for the other machines. Consequently the setup time is not addressed for all machines 

resulting in a total setup time of 3690 minutes (approx. 61.5 hours). For the same reason the 

sequencing of orders of the same product is only important for the machines with the longest 

makespans resulting in longer setup times (see products 6, 17, 19, 21, and 29). 

Regarding the scheduling sequence it is noticed that the orders are allocated more evenly 

between machines. For example machine 1 is the machine with the longest unitary production 

time. For the minimization of the previously studied 𝑂𝐹2 two orders are allocated to machine 1 

while for the minimization of 𝑂𝐹3 three orders are allocated to machine 1. This increases the 

makespan in more than 1000 minutes in order to release production time in other machines (ex. 

machine 2).  

Mach. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Makespan ST 

M1 O10, P11 
O14, 
P15 

O13, 
P14 

      1380 20 

M2 O6, P7 
O9, 
P10 

O12, 
P13 

O39, 
P14 

     1710 320 

M3 O2, P3 O5, P6 
O38, 
P6 

O7, P8 O8, P9     1225 610 

M4 O32, P1 
O36, 
P4 

O15, 
P1 

O34, 
P2 

     1710 610 

M5 O1, P2 O4, P5 O3, P4 
O11, 
P12 

     1885 610 

M6 O37, P21 
O20, 
P21 

O19, 
P20 

O35, 
P19 

O18, 
P19 

O26, 
P27 

   1300 300 

M7 O25, P26 
O24, 
P25 

O23, 
P24 

O22, 
P23 

O21, 
P22 

    758,5 510 

M8 O30, P16 
O17, 
P18 

O16, 
P17 

O33, 
P17 

O31, 
P16 

O29, 
P30 

O27, 
P28 

O40, 
P29 

O28, 
P29 1820 710 

OF1 0           

OF2 11788,5           

OF3 1885           

Total 
ST 

3690           

Figure 17 - BiObSA MTO for makespan minimization (OF3) production plan 
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Table 19 - BiObSA MTO statistical results for both scenario, 100 executions 

R2=0.99; 
NIST2=250 

Minimization of Total Production Time Makespan Minimization 

T2=100 T2=250 T2=500 T2=1000 T2=1500 T3=100 T3=250 T3=500 T3=1000 T3=1500 

OF2 
(min) 

Minimum 9524 9694 9734 9829 10044 1630 1640 1660 1630 1650 

Average 10830 10730 10776 10902 10962 1935 1936 1956 1941 1924 

Maximum 11919 12654 12509 12399 12284 2430 2430 2720 2430 2430 

Standard 
Deviation 

478 520 550 551 570 165 168 185 162 159 

CPU 
Time 
(sec.) 

Minimum 106,2 130,8 268,6 353,6 350,1 244,1 336,7 288,1 370 372,3 

Average 305,8 341 366 376,3 378,4 336,2 357,6 370,7 386,7 390 

Maximum 350,5 367,3 374,4 387,6 393,1 383,9 382,6 403 412,6 395,2 

Standard 
Deviation 

52 37,3 15,1 7,4 4,8 14,2 6 10,3 8,3 3,4 

N It 
Best 
Sol 

Minimum 62 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Average 6637 5023 4074 2858 2802 1678 2133 1350 1102 1276 

Maximum 176499 35308 32190 25638 40675 11607 18446 10508 6944 14863 

Standard 
Deviation 

21134 7475 5840 4381 5308 2403 3453 2176 1500 2371 

 

BiObSA MTO algorithms Conclusions and Remarks 

The Bi-Objective algorithms presented previously showed good results in terms of performance 

since they require small CPU effort and reduced significantly the objectives they were addressing. 

Since they used the same data input it is necessary to compare them in terms of 𝑂𝐹2, 𝑂𝐹3 and 

machine Setup time. 

The production plan for the minimization of total production time 𝑂𝐹2 (presented in Figure 15) 

produces a total of 2540 minutes of setup time that is distributed between the 8 machines. For 

the makespan minimization 𝑂𝐹3 (presented in Figure 17) the production plan allows a total of 

3690 minutes of setup time. In this case, since the objective function shifts between the machines 

that have the longest makespan they do not minimize the makespan for the other machines, 

resulting in longer setup time. 

Regarding the scheduling sequence for both algorithms it is noticed that the orders are allocated 

more evenly between machines for the makespan minimization objective while for the 

minimization of total production time the orders are allocated to the fastest machines. 

To choose the most suitable algorithm a trade-off between total production time and makespan 

has to be made. If the factory needs to maximize production in a week then the total production 

time algorithm is the best option. On the other hand if the objective is to finish the production of 

this set of orders in the least possible time for all machines then the makespan algorithm is 

preferable. 

The following section presents the results obtained using a Make-To-Stock strategy. 
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5.2.2.2. Second case - Make To Stock Strategy (MTS) 

The Make-To-Stock strategy introduces the stock levels into the algorithm. The stock levels 

consider initial stocks and expected final stocks. This feature causes a reduction in complexity 

since some products have enough stock to fulfil the orders received and require no further 

production. The initial tests performed showed that the computational requirements were reduced 

due to the lower number of orders and the decrease in overdue orders (as the due dates become 

relevant only for the products in shortage). 

In order to follow the same structure and criteria applied to the MTO algorithms the same update 

to the neighbour search method was applied. The new neighbour search method searches a set 

of possible neighbour solutions before it tests the acceptance of the new solution. This search 

method stops when the found neighbour solution respected the first objective or after visiting 20 

neighbour solutions and none of them respected the first objective. 

BiObSA Tuning 

For the first step of the BiObSA’s algorithms the parameters used resulted from the analysis of 

MObSA BTS algorithm (𝑇1=500, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇1=250 and 𝑅1=0.99). For the second stage the parameters 

were chosen based on the results from several executions with several combinations of 

parameters, for temperatures 𝑇2 (100, 250, 500, 1000 and 1500), number of iterations at the same 

temperature level 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇2 (100, 250) and cooling factor 𝑅2 (0.95, 0.975 and 0.99). 

The preliminary analysis to the results showed that both algorithms performed better with slower 

convergence speed (see appendix 7 and 8). Therefore the best values for the number of iterations 

at the same temperature level and cooling rate are 250 and 0.99, respectively (𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇2=250 and 

𝑅2=0.99). Regarding the initial temperature the tuning was performed by a statistical analysis of 

200 executions at each temperature level, for both scenarios. The analysis considered three 

variables: the second objective function value in minutes (𝑂𝐹2 or 𝑂𝐹3); the CPU time required, in 

seconds; and the number of iterations visited until the best solution is found. The results are 

presented in Table 20. 

First scenario results: minimization of the delay and the total production time 

Despite the showing similar results for all temperature levels considered the temperature that 

performed the best is 𝑇2=1000 with an average 𝑂𝐹2=10546.5 minutes (approx. 176 hours) with 

the lowest standard deviation of 69.6 minutes meaning that the results obtained for this 

temperature are the most consistent and reliable. Regarding the CPU Time each execution took 

on average 49 seconds. 

The evolution of 𝑂𝐹2  value for one execution with the selected parameter values (𝑇2 =1000, 

𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇2 =250 and 𝑅2=0.99) shows a 19% reduction (2455 minutes, approx. 40.9 hours) in the 

objective function from the starting zero-delay solution of 218.2.8 hours to 177.3 hours. This 

solution was obtained within approx. 35 seconds. Results are presented in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18 - BiObSA MTS for minimization of total production time (OF2) evolution 

For this algorithm the initial orders are aggregated by product. Therefore all production orders 

consist on different products. The production plan generated (see Figure 19) produced a total of 

2180 minutes of machine setup time (approx. 36.6 hours) distributed between all 8 machines.  

For example machine 2 produced a total of 320 minutes of setup time that consists of one mould 

changeover (300 minutes) between product 2 and product 12 and two dye changeovers (2x10 

minutes) between products 12, 13 and 14. For this machine the total production time is 2860 

minutes (approx. 47.6 hours) for the 4 production orders scheduled. 

Mach. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Makespan ST 

M1          0 0 

M2 O2, P2 O12, P12 O13, P13 O14, P14      2860 320 

M3 O3, P3 O6, P6 O8, P8 O9, P9      1510 610 

M4 O10, P10 O7, P7 O4, P4 O5, P5      1570 320 

M5 O1, P1         925 0 

M6 O27, P27 O20, P20 O19, P19 O21, P21      1320 120 

M7 O22, P22 O25, P25 O23, P23 O24, P24      730,5 300 

M8 O18, P18 O17, P17 O16, P16 O29, P29 O28, P28         1720 510 

OF1 0           

OF2 10965,5           

OF3 2860           

Total ST 2180           
 

Figure 19 - BiObSA MTS for minimization of total production time (OF2) production plan 
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Second scenario results: minimization of the delay and makespan 

The algorithm performed consistently for all initial temperature levels since there is not a 

temperature level that outperforms the others by considerable values. In terms of 𝑂𝐹3  the 

algorithm produced the best results for 𝑇3= 500 with an average of 1725 minutes and a standard 

deviation of 0 minutes (the algorithm reached the same solution for all 200 executions). These 

results were obtained with an average of 36.3 seconds of CPU Time and the algorithm visited on 

average 5681 solutions until the best solution was found. 

The evolution of 𝑂𝐹3  value for one execution with the selected parameter values ( 𝑇3 =500, 

𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇3 =250 and 𝑅3 =0.99) is presented in Figure 20. Results show an 8.4% reduction (535 

minutes, approx. 9 hours) in the objective function from the starting zero-delay solution of 35.7 

hours to 28.8 hours. This reduction highlights the importance of the second objective for 

optimizing the production scheduling at the factory since all machines will be available for new 

production orders more than one working shift earlier (9 hours). 

 

Figure 20 - BiObSA MTS for makespan minimization (OF3) evolution 

The production plan generated (see Figure 21) produced a total of 2640 minutes of setup time 

(approx. 44 hours). Comparing to the previous production plan it is noticed that the setup time 

increased in 460 minutes (approx. 8 hours). This further enhances the statement that the 

makespan minimization objective is not the best choice to increase efficiency through minimizing 

the setup time. 
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Mach. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Makespan ST 

M1 O13, P13         1600 0 

M2 O2, P2 O14, P14 
       1640 300 

M3 O3, P3 O6, P6 O8, P8 O9, P9      1510 610 

M4 O7, P7 O10, P10 O4, P4 O5, P5      1570 320 

M5 O1, P1 O12, P12        1725 300 

M6 O27, P27 O21, P21 O20, P20 O19, P19 
 

    1500 300 

M7 O23, P23 O24, P24 O25, P25 O22, P22      730,5 300 

M8 O17, P17 O18, P18 O16, P16 O28, P28 O29, P29         1720 510 

OF1 0           

OF2 14545,5           

OF3 1725           

Total ST 2640           
 

Figure 21 - BiObSA MTS for makespan minimization (OF3) production plan  

 

Table 20 - BiObSA MTS statistical results for 200 executions 

R2=0,99; 
NIST2=250 

Minimization of Total Production Time Makespan Minimization 

T2=100 T2=250 T2=500 T2=1000 T2=1500 T3=100 T3=250 T3=500 T3=1000 T3=1500 

OF2 
(min) 

Minimum 10506 10506 10506 10506 10506 1725 1725 1725 1725 1725 

Average 10723 10589 10559 10545 10556 1725 1725 1725 1725 1725 

Maximum 10896 11426 10896 10746 11186 1725 1725 1725 1725 1725 

Standard 
Deviation 

166 111 49 43 89 0 0 0 0 0 

CPU 
Time 
(sec.) 

Minimum 24,4 26,0 27,5 28,7 29,4 31,7 33,5 35,4 36,2 38,3 

Average 26,9 30,4 33,8 39,5 41,0 32,0 34,5 36,3 37,5 38,7 

Maximum 185,6 258,3 264,9 266,7 283,6 32,9 35,9 37,1 38,5 40,1 

Standard 
Deviation 

11,3 24,3 32,7 44,9 47,6 0,3 1,0 0,7 1,0 0,3 

N It 
Best 
Sol 

Minimum 39 7 68 1654 58 1598 406 1511 3091 3095 

Average 4031,3 10845,4 22825,0 34714,0 44024,0 5099,6 4141,3 5680,3 7605,0 5712,3 

Maximum 27324 34059 53798 72972 87584 11232 8709 16269 11402 8328 

Standard 
Deviation 

4517,4 7766,2 12014,6 15432,6 20029,2 3763,2 2652,1 5087,7 2272,9 1894,5 

 

BiObSA MTS Algorithms Conclusions and Remarks 

For the MTS Bi-Objective algorithms the same comparative analysis on both production plans 

generated was performed. This comparison addresses the results in terms of 𝑂𝐹1, 𝑂𝐹2, 𝑂𝐹3 and 

machine Setup time. 

The production plan for the minimization of total production time 𝑂𝐹2 (presented in Figure 19) 

shows a total of 2180 minutes of set up time distributed between 7 machines. No order was 

allocated to machine 1 since it has the longest processing times and has a higher contribution to 
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the total production time objective. For the makespan minimization 𝑂𝐹3 (presented in Figure 21) 

the production plan allows a total of 2640 minutes of setup time. The difference of 460 minutes 

between both OF is explained by the way they address the effect of setup time. For the makespan 

minimization the setup time is only considered for the machine that has the latest finishing time 

and disregarded for the rest of the machines while for the minimization of total production time all 

setup times are considered in the OF. 

Regarding the scheduling sequence for both algorithms it is noticed that the orders are allocated 

more evenly between machines for the makespan minimization objective. The difference between 

both objective functions is 3580 minutes in total production time and 1135 minutes in makespan 

meaning that there is a negative impact in production efficiency when the makespan minimization 

objective is considered. 

5.7. RESULTS ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS 

In this dissertation, two simulated annealing approaches, Mono-Objective and Bi-Objective were 

studied. Each approach was applied for two different production strategies, a Make-To Order 

Strategy and a Make-To-Stock Strategy. The MTO revealed higher complexity requiring higher 

temperatures and slower convergence while MTS can produced good results in less iterations 

and lower temperatures. The different complexity results in different performances and outcomes. 

The Mono-Objective approach considered the objective of minimizing total production delay while 

Bi-Objective approach considered the minimization of total production delay as first objective and 

considered two different second objectives, the minimization of total production time and 

makespan minimization. 

For the Mono-Objective approach MTS requires less computational capacity and zero-delay 

solution is obtained faster (average of 0.1 s). On the contrary the MTO algorithm requires a much 

larger computational capacity. The average time elapsed until zero-delay per execution is 7.0 

seconds. The set of parameters that produced the best results for both Mono-Objective 

approaches are 𝑇1=500, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇1=250 and 𝑅1=0.99. 

For the Bi-Objective approach the results obtained showed good results in terms of the objective 

function minimization. The MTO strategy reduced the total production time and makespan in 14% 

while the MTS strategy the reduction achieved was 19% for total production time and 8.4% for 

makespan. The set of parameters that produced the best results for each algorithm are: 

Make-To-Order: 

 Minimization of total production time - 𝑇2=250, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇2=250 and 𝑅2=0.99 

 Makespan minimization - 𝑇3=1500, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇3=250 and 𝑅3=0.99 

Make-To-Stock: 

 Minimization of total production time - 𝑇2=1000, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇2=250 and 𝑅2=0.99 
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 Makespan minimization - 𝑇3=500, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇3=250 and 𝑅3=0.99 

Despite having a temperature that produced the best results the MTS strategy produced similar 

results for all temperatures considered in terms of the objective function. This is explained by the 

lower complexity caused by the addition of initial and final stocks. 

After the analysis performed to the parameters’ values the algorithm was fitted into a real scenario 

at the factory. The conclusions are presented in the next section. 
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6. REAL CASE APPLICATION 

After performing the necessary tests to the scheduling models in order to get the best set of input 

variables the algorithm had to be implemented within the factory operations. Further meetings 

with the factory manager revealed that some extra work had to be done in order to apply the SA 

algorithm to the real case. Firstly, processes had to be developed regarding the treatment of the 

factory data in order to allow an easy upload to our model. This data included the annual demand 

forecast, the FP stock levels, the processing times and the weekly orders’ plan. All this data had 

different sources and it was required that the algorithm used all data sources with the minimum 

effort for the end-user. 

Furthermore, the quantities of finished product to be produced had to account for the annual 

demand forecasts, SKU of each product and minimum stock level codes. The BiObSA BTS 

algorithm accounted only for the initial stock levels therefore this add-ons increased the 

computational time and the complexity of this work. 

The decision on which algorithm to apply to the factory was made regarding the importance of 

keeping stock levels at the factory. MTS algorithm could be easily applied with the changes in the 

production quantities calculation formula. Choosing the second objective function was a more 

complex decision since sometimes there are orders that have a processing duration that is higher 

than all orders on the other machines. This makes the minimization of total makespan objective 

not suited for this case since the target behind this OF is distributing orders between all machines 

in order to eliminate machine idle times. Therefore applying a makespan minimization objective 

when there is an order with a processing time that overcomes the total processing time of all other 

machines produces no effect since the output will always be the finishing time of that order. 

In this case the objective function applied should be a total production time minimization to 

minimize the setup times needed to produce the orders. Nonetheless the algorithm can easily 

switch its OF in order to compare both scenarios and provide a better support to the scheduling 

decisions. 
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6.1. FACTORY INFORMATION 

The factory produces 56 different product references, divided between 28 covers and 28 bottoms. 

The production is allocated to 10 different machines, 3 allocated to the covers and 7 allocated to 

the bottoms. Machines operate with 9 different mould types and 6 different dye colours (see Table 

21). 

Table 21 - Product Dye Colours 

Dye Colours Number 

White 1 

Blue 2 

Hazelnut Green 3 

Brown 4 

Yellow 5 

Gold 6 

 

Each product has its own stock code in order to set the final stock requirements (see Table 22). 

For example code c1 means that LSI stocks should guarantee one week of forecasted demand 

while c1f means that LSI should guarantee one week of forecasted demand accounting with 

stocks at FIMA. 

Table 22 - Product Stock Codes 

Stock Codes Demand Weeks FIMA Stock 

c1 1   

c2 2   

c3 3   

c4 4   

c5 5   

c6 6   

c1f 1 1 

c2f 2 1 

c3f 3 1 

c4f 4 1 

c5f 5 1 

c6f 6 1 

  2   

3 2   

 

In terms of machines’ setup times and production rates details are presented in Table 23. For 

example machine 1 comprehends an hourly rate of 405 units per hour and setup times of 120 

minutes (2 hours), 60 minutes (1 hour) and 0 minutes for mould, dye and label change, 

respectively.  
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Table 23 - Machine Setup times and Hourly Rates 

Machine 
Number 

Machine 
ID 

Reference 
Changeover Time (min) Hourly rate 

(units/hour) Mould Dye Label 

1 47 FDS Knorr 120 60 0 405 

2 59 TPS 200g 240 60 10 1351 

3 93 FDS 250g 240 0 10 2400 

4 94 FDS Boat Shape 250g 240 0 10 2400 

5 144 FDS 500g 240 0 10 1200 

6 146 FDS 500g 240 0 10 1200 

7 145 FDS Boat Shape 500g 240 0 10 1200 

8 147 TPS 500g 240 30 10 4800 

9 148 TPS 250g 240 30 10 4800 

10 149 FDS Tuli 240 60 10 2215 

 

Information about products is presented in appendix 9, it includes machine information, mould, 

dye colour and SKU quantities. SKU corresponds to a full pallet of finished product. 

The weekly orders plan (see Figure 22), is received at the beginning of the week and is organized 

as quantity of product per weekday. This information is then used to set the due dates for the 

production orders depending on the quantity of product available in stock. If the stock of a product 

is not enough to fulfil all the orders then a production order is generated and its due date 

corresponds to the date when the product becomes out of stock. 

The initial stock levels and demand forecasts are also received as information input in order to 

generate the production orders. 

 

 

Figure 22 - Weekly orders plan example 

 

6.2. PRODUCTION ORDERS GENERATION METHOD 

Given the initial stock levels, the weekly orders plan, the demand forecasts and the stock level 

codes the algorithm calculates the expected final stock levels for the next weeks (see Table 24). 

If the final stock level for the first week is negative the algorithm generates a production order with 

the respective due date from the orders plan and the required product quantity rounded to the 

SKU value for that product (see order 1 in Table 25). 
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Then the algorithm checks the required product quantities for the following weeks based on the 

stock codes and generates the remaining production orders, without due dates (see order 14 in 

Table 25). 

Table 24 - Order calculation method example for product 1 

Product 
Nº 

Initial 
Stock 

Código 
Stock 

Demand 
Weeks 

Previsions 
Production 
Requirements 

SKU'S 
Real 
Production 

Final 
Stock 
Week 
2 

Final 
Stock 
Week 3 

Final 
Stock 
Week 4 

Final 
Stock 
Week 5 

1 302400 c4f 4 581000 278600 15 279000 -26600 -140600 -254600 -278600 

 

Table 25 - Production orders for product 1 

Order 1 14 

Product Nº 1 1 

Product ID 1300000050 1300000050 

SKU's 2 13 

Product Quantities 37200 241800 

Due Date (week) 1 2 

Due Date (weekday) 5 5 

 

All the orders generated are presented in appendix 10. 

6.3. RESULTS 

Given the set of orders previously presented, the algorithm was executed for the set of parameters 

tuned in Chapter 5 for the BiObSA MTS for the minimization of total delay and total production 

time. The first stage of the algorithm used 𝑇1=500, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇1=250 and 𝑅1=0.99 and the second stage 

of the algorithm used 𝑇2=1000, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇2=250 and 𝑅2=0.99. 

The results obtained for one execution are presented in Figure 23. The algorithm starts the delay 

minimization stage with a total delay of 142 hours and achieves a 0 delay solution at iteration 7, 

meaning that the orders have relaxed due dates. This can be caused by a combination of two 

factors, high stock levels or short order sizes.  

The algorithm enters the total production time minimization stage at iteration 7 and finds the best 

solution of 966.1 hours. The total production time was reduced by 0.7%, from 972.8 hours at 

iteration 7 to 966.1 hours at iteration 470839. 

These results were obtained within 50.2 seconds of CPU Time and the algorithm calculated a 

total of 899250 iterations until the stopping criterion. 
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Figure 23 - Evolution of Total Delay and Total Production time for one execution 

 

The scheduling sequence generated for the best solution found is presented in Figure 24. The 

total setup time is 8.5 hours which represents 0.9% of the total production time. In terms of 

makespan the machine with longest makespan is machine 5 with 320.7 hours (approx. 13.4 days), 

for this machine the makespan exceeds one week meaning that production for this machine will 

be extended through the following week. 

 

Mach. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Makespan 

(hour) 
Setup Time 

(hour) 

M1          0 0 

M2 O24         21.3 0 

M3 O14 O1 O16       124.3 0.33 

M4 O19 O17 O15       93.3 0.33 

M5 O3 O13 O20 O21 O12     320.7 0.67 

M6 O2         110 0 

M7 O11 O4        30.2 0.17 

M8 O30 O28 O8 O29 O7 O27 O26 O9 O6 127.6 6.83 

M9 O23 O25 O22 O5 O10     129.6 0.17 

M10 O18                 9.1 0 

OF1 (hour) 0           

OF2 (hour) 966.1           

Total ST 
(hour) 

8.5 
          

 

Figure 24 - Scheduling plan generated for the real situation 
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6.4. PRODUCTION PLAN 

In order to have a tractable output for the factory a printable Production Plan was designed. This 

plan is automatically generated for each machine and includes information about the orders that 

each machine will produce (see Figure 25). This information is very important for the factory 

operators since it will provide them the knowledge regarding the production sequence of that 

machine, the starting and finishing times, the eventual slacks of the orders and the setup time 

needed before starting production of each order. In this example machine 8 is scheduled to 

produce 9 orders that comprehend 7 different products. The products have different format 

shapes, colours and labels therefore the 3 types of setup times are present in the plan, 4 hours 

for the mould change, 1 hour for the dye change and 0.2 hours (10 minutes) for label change. For 

order 30 the expected finish time is 5.3 hours with a slack of 354.8 hours (the due date for this 

order neglected) while the latest finishing time (makespan) for this machine is 127.6 hours 

(approx. 5.3 days). 

 

Figure 25 - Production Plan example 

 

6.5. REAL CASE APPLICATION CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

Applying the proposed algorithm to the real situation at the factory was challenging since it 

required a deeper knowledge of all the operations and revealed the difficulty behind adapting 

optimization softwares to complex production stages. 

Despite the low reduction in total production time (0.9%) the results obtained produced quality 

and reliable results for scheduling production and guarantee no production delays. The relaxed 

orders due dates and production slacks suggest that the factory keeps unnecessary stocks levels 
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since the orders do not trigger enough production orders to enable exploring the full potential 

behind this algorithm. Nonetheless the algorithm is a strong add-on to the factory’s operations. 

Usually production planning at the factory is a critical task that takes a team of four employees 

and several hours. The results presented with this algorithm require only one person and a few 

seconds while the production plan developed becomes useful for the machine operators since 

they can easily detect production delays and assess their impact in the production sequence. 

Overall the objective of developing a robust model that required no extra developments for the 

factory and fitted the factory operations As-Is was achieved since applying this model to a 

scheduling problem requires no effort. The model not also develops a zero-delay schedule but 

also tries to optimize production so that the factory can become more efficient in their daily 

operations saving the company a lot of money and resources on the long term. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The work developed in this master dissertation aimed at studying and optimizing the production 

scheduling procedures at Logoplaste Santa Iria, a plastic container factory that operates for FIMA, 

a producer of butters, margarines and other spreads. To support this work several meta-heuristic 

algorithms were developed in order to produce optimized weekly production schedules. 

The algorithms are based on two simulated annealing approaches, Mono-Objective and Bi-

Objective. Each approach was applied for two different production strategies, a Make-To Order 

Strategy and a Make-To-Stock Strategy in order to study the effects of not keeping finished 

product stocks. For the adopted case study data all the algorithms developed produced good 

results in minimizing production delays, setup time, total production time and makespan. 

From the end-user’s point of view this work produced the intended results since the algorithms 

developed for the production scheduling simplify the methodologies currently used at the factory. 

After the required adaptations in order to be implemented at the factory, the algorithm maintained 

the high quality and reliability showed at the testing phase. Now the factory has another tool to 

support their daily scheduling decisions. By analysing the work developed, the following 

conclusions were achieved: 

 Non-exact methodologies, particularly Meta-Heuristic approaches are well suited to solve 

this kind of complex scheduling problems in short time. 

 The production strategy that best fits the case study is the Make-To-Stock strategy. 

 The algorithm that best fits the case study is the Bi-Objective for minimization of total 

production time. 

 The parameters for each algorithm largely depend on the complexity of the case study. 

The concept of productivity and efficiency is transversal to all industry sectors. Scheduling 

decisions are a key factor affecting these concepts and are increasingly important for companies. 

The work developed in this master dissertation can be easily adapted to fit into different kinds of 

optimization problems such as supply chain optimization or other production processes. 

Some of the work developed in this master thesis was already presented in Operation Research 

Congress in 2015, and published in Springer International book´s Chapter entitled “Simulated 

Annealing for Production Scheduling: A Case Study” (Marques et al. 2015). The article was based 

on the MonoSA algorithm presented in this work and focused on both production strategies MTO 

and MTS applied to a fictitious scenario similar to the real case. 

The future work to further emphasize the importance and applicability of this kind of meta-heuristic 

approaches would involve the creation of a new methodology to serve as a benchmark for 

comparison and provide more accurate results. Hence the future work to be developed should 

perform a comparative analysis between the meta-heuristic approach used in this dissertation 
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and another methodology, namely another meta-heuristic such as Tabu search or even an exact 

approach.  
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APPENDIX 

APPENDIX 1 

Factory and orders specifications and data for the fictitious case study. 

Products 30 

Machines 8 

Orders 40 

 

Setup Time Options Dye Change Mould Change Label Change 

Duration (min) 100 300 10 

 

Setup 
Times 
(min) 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 

P1 0 10 10 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 

P2 10 0 10 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 

P3 10 10 0 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 

P4 300 300 300 0 10 10 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 

P5 300 300 300 10 0 10 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 

P6 300 300 300 10 10 0 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 

P7 300 300 300 300 300 300 0 10 10 10 300 300 300 300 300 

P8 300 300 300 300 300 300 10 0 10 10 300 300 300 300 300 

P9 300 300 300 300 300 300 10 10 0 10 300 300 300 300 300 

P10 300 300 300 300 300 300 10 10 10 0 300 300 300 300 300 

P11 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 0 10 10 10 10 

P12 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 10 0 10 10 10 

P13 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 10 10 0 10 10 

P14 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 10 10 10 0 10 

P15 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 10 10 10 10 0 

                

Setup 
Times 
(min) 

P16 P17 P18 P19 P20 P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 P27 P28 P29 P30 

P16 0 100 100 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 

P17 100 0 10 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 

P18 100 10 0 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 

P19 300 300 300 0 100 10 300 300 300 300 300 100 300 300 300 

P20 300 300 300 100 0 100 300 300 300 300 300 10 300 300 300 

P21 300 300 300 10 100 0 300 300 300 300 300 100 300 300 300 

P22 300 300 300 300 300 300 0 10 100 100 300 300 300 300 300 

P23 300 300 300 300 300 300 10 0 100 100 300 300 300 300 300 

P24 300 300 300 300 300 300 100 100 0 100 300 300 300 300 300 

P25 300 300 300 300 300 300 100 100 100 0 300 300 300 300 300 

P26 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 0 300 300 300 300 

P27 300 300 300 100 10 100 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 
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P28 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 0 100 100 

P29 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 100 0 10 

P30 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 100 10 0 

 

Processing 
Times (min) 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 

M1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0,04 0,04 0,04 0,04 0,04 

M2 0,02 0,02 0,02 1 1 1 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02 

M3 1 1 
0,01

5 
1 

0,01
5 

0,01
5 

1 
0,01

5 
0,01

5 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

M4 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02 1 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02 1 1 1 1 1 

M5 
0,02

5 
0,02

5 
0,02

5 
0,02

5 
0,02

5 
1 1 1 1 1 

0,02
5 

0,02
5 

0,02
5 

0,02
5 

0,02
5 

                

Processing 
Times (min) 

P16 P17 P18 P19 P20 P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 P27 P28 P29 P30 

M6 1 1 1 0,02 0,02 0,02 1 1 1 1 1 0,02 1 1 1 

M7 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0,00

7 
0,00

7 
0,00

7 
0,00

7 
0,00

7 
1 1 1 1 

M8 0,01 0,01 0,01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0,01 0,01 0,01 

 

Finished 
Product 

Quantity 
Stock Level 

Minimum Maximum 

P1 30000 25000 32000 

P2 25000 24000 30000 

P3 10000 9000 11000 

P4 15000 15000 20000 

P5 12000 10000 14000 

P6 25000 24000 28000 

P7 13000 10000 15000 

P8 5000 4000 10000 

P9 20000 18000 30000 

P10 50000 50000 60000 

P11 30000 25000 30000 

P12 15000 10000 15000 

P13 5000 5000 15000 

P14 100000 80000 90000 

P15 50000 40000 80000 

P16 30000 25000 32000 

P17 25000 24000 30000 

P18 10000 9000 11000 

P19 15000 15000 20000 

P20 12000 10000 14000 

P21 25000 24000 28000 

P22 13000 10000 15000 

P23 5000 5000 10000 

P24 20000 18000 30000 

P25 50000 50000 60000 

P26 30000 25000 30000 

P27 15000 10000 15000 
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P28 5000 5000 15000 

P29 80000 70000 80000 

P30 50000 40000 80000 

 

APPENDIX 2 – RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR PROCEDURE 

To execute the fixed seed tests the algorithm required a fixed random number generator method. 

For Visual Basic this is obtained by adding the following lines of code to the algorithm: 

Rnd (-1) 

Randomize (1235) 

The Rnd() with a negative argument ensures the repetition of the number sequence while the 

Randomize() function sets the seed. Now the set of random numbers will be repeated for all the 

tests performed to the algorithm. 

APPENDIX 3 – MONO-OBJECTIVE MTO RESULTS 

Execution 
Number 

Temp 
T1 

Cooling 
Factor 

R1 
NIST1 

Objective 
Function 

OF1 

Objective Function 
OF2 (total 

production time) 

Objective 
Function 

OF3 
(makespan) 

Iteration 
OF1 

Temp 
T 

CPU 
Time 
Total 

1 250 0,95 100 0 11978,5 2180 2211 80,9 0,3 

2 250 0,95 250 0 11643,5 2140 6170 73,0 0,9 

3 250 0,95 500 0 11758,5 2445 5168 149,7 0,6 

4 250 0,975 100 0 10978,5 1945 6740 45,8 0,8 

5 250 0,975 250 0 12138,5 2125 3273 179,9 0,3 

6 250 0,975 500 0 11983,5 2220 22588 80,0 2,0 

7 250 0,99 100 0 12138,5 2125 3273 181,2 0,3 

8 250 0,99 250 0 13168,5 2840 13414 146,8 1,0 

9 250 0,99 500 0 12648,5 2430 6117 221,6 0,4 

10 500 0,95 100 0 12988,5 2720 3666 78,9 0,2 

11 500 0,95 250 870 13428,5 2910 6959 0,0 5,1 

12 500 0,95 500 20 13003,5 2430 16785 0,0 10,1 

13 500 0,975 100 0 12353,5 2420 9261 48,7 0,5 

14 500 0,975 250 0 13653,5 2630 18988 74,9 1,1 

15 500 0,975 500 0 12538,5 2320 19859 186,3 1,2 

16 500 0,99 100 0 11918,5 2050 12828 138,1 0,7 

17 500 0,99 250 0 11688,5 2190 26942 170,6 1,6 

18 500 0,99 500 205 11668,5 2950 22177 0,0 59,6 

19 750 0,95 100 140 12673,5 2430 2869 0,0 3,5 

20 750 0,95 250 15 13243,5 2720 3624 0,0 11,5 

21 750 0,95 500 0 12573,5 2400 90563 0,1 11,5 

22 750 0,975 100 0 12888,5 2340 8958 78,8 0,9 

23 750 0,975 250 80 12213,5 2390 16150 0,0 26,5 

24 750 0,975 500 0 12693,5 2410 22127 246,2 2,8 

25 750 0,99 100 0 12228,5 2230 24565 63,9 2,5 

26 750 0,99 250 940 12418,5 2260 23407 0,0 38,8 

27 750 0,99 500 0 11978,5 1990 58765 231,4 3,4 

28 1000 0,95 100 1,5 13633,5 2820 3126 0,0 2,1 

29 1000 0,95 250 0 12488,5 2180 9979 135,3 0,6 

30 1000 0,95 500 0 12648,5 2320 20670 122,1 1,2 

31 1000 0,975 100 0 12513,5 2320 7590 149,7 0,4 

32 1000 0,975 250 0 11998,5 2385 13772 248,5 0,8 

33 1000 0,975 500 0 11473,5 1930 34902 174,3 4,7 

34 1000 0,99 100 490 13088,5 2230 19388 0,0 24,9 

35 1000 0,99 250 570 12758,5 2230 43199 0,0 62,2 

36 1000 0,99 500 0 12648,5 2230 64511 273,5 9,5 

37 1250 0,95 100 0 12058,5 2310 4069 160,6 0,6 
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38 1250 0,95 250 260 12923,5 2320 12254 0,0 12,5 

39 1250 0,95 500 0 11558,5 2390 16139 242,1 2,3 

40 1250 0,975 100 0 13003,5 2250 10129 96,9 1,4 

41 1250 0,975 250 361,5 12083,5 2570 5952 0,0 24,7 

42 1250 0,975 500 0 11843,5 2290 43162 141,7 6,1 

43 1250 0,99 100 200 12368,5 2230 19979 0,0 25,0 

44 1250 0,99 250 0 11693,5 1930 42736 226,4 6,1 

45 1250 0,99 500 0 12628,5 2510 87150 217,5 12,3 

46 1500 0,95 100 20 12883,5 2230 7370 0,0 4,5 

47 1500 0,95 250 1040 12403,5 2220 13645 0,0 11,2 

48 1500 0,95 500 0 12653,5 2410 28934 80,6 4,2 

49 1500 0,975 100 0 12853,5 2495 11859 75,6 1,6 

50 1500 0,975 250 450 12243,5 2020 24848 0,0 22,6 

51 1500 0,975 500 0 11918,5 2445 40411 197,9 5,9 

52 1500 0,99 100 0 13383,5 2420 27647 93,6 4,0 

53 1500 0,99 250 0 11073,5 2230 45698 240,8 6,3 

54 1500 0,99 500 0 11313,5 2260 119032 137,2 16,6 

55 1750 0,95 100 180 12838,5 2660 5598 0,0 5,0 

56 1750 0,95 250 10 11828,5 2425 12813 0,0 12,4 

57 1750 0,95 500 0 12693,5 2100 27150 109,7 3,7 

58 1750 0,975 100 260 11713,5 2220 5260 0,0 10,3 

59 1750 0,975 250 0 12583,5 2210 25726 132,3 3,7 

60 1750 0,975 500 0 11483,5 2390 39427 242,9 6,0 

61 1750 0,99 100 0 12768,5 2320 24499 150,7 3,6 

62 1750 0,99 250 0 13258,5 2060 46723 269,9 6,5 

63 1750 0,99 500 0 12518,5 2190 96547 251,6 13,8 

64 2000 0,95 100 180 11753,5 2030 7062 0,0 5,1 

65 2000 0,95 250 450 12438,5 2520 13738 0,0 13,0 

66 2000 0,95 500 0 12128,5 2350 19819 270,6 2,5 

67 2000 0,975 100 260 12738,5 2430 10534 0,0 10,3 

68 2000 0,975 250 0 12138,5 2380 23165 194,7 3,4 

69 2000 0,975 500 0 11873,5 2060 42604 232,5 5,9 

70 2000 0,99 100 0 10743,5 2210 29918 99,1 4,1 

71 2000 0,99 250 0 11573,5 2250 51581 252,3 7,2 

72 2000 0,99 500 80 11838,5 2245 120782 0,0 127,7 
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APPENDIX 4 - MONO-OBJECTIVE MTS RESULTS 

Execution 
Number 

Temp 
T1 

Cooling 
Factor 

R1 
NIST1 

Objective 
Function 

OF1 

Objective Function 
OF2 (total 

production time) 

Objective 
Function 

OF3 
(makespan) 

Iteration 
OF1 

Temp 
T 

CPU 
Time 
Total 

1 100 0,95 100 0 12190,5 2600 610 73,5 0,05 

2 100 0,95 250 0 12535,5 2225 434 95,0 0,02 

3 100 0,95 500 0 12605,5 2225 434 100,0 0,03 

4 100 0,975 100 0 12190,5 2600 610 85,9 0,02 

5 100 0,975 250 0 12535,5 2225 434 97,5 0,02 

6 100 0,975 500 0 12605,5 2225 434 100,0 0,03 

7 100 0,99 100 0 12535,5 2225 434 96,1 0,02 

8 100 0,99 250 0 12535,5 2225 434 99,0 0,03 

9 100 0,99 500 0 12605,5 2225 434 100,0 0,02 

10 250 0,95 100 0 12795,5 3010 142 237,5 0,00 

11 250 0,95 250 0 12795,5 3010 142 250,0 0,02 

12 250 0,95 500 0 12795,5 3010 142 250,0 0,02 

13 250 0,975 100 0 12795,5 3010 142 243,8 0,00 

14 250 0,975 250 0 12795,5 3010 142 250,0 0,00 

15 250 0,975 500 0 12795,5 3010 142 250,0 0,00 

16 250 0,99 100 0 12795,5 3010 142 247,5 0,00 

17 250 0,99 250 0 12795,5 3010 142 250,0 0,02 

18 250 0,99 500 0 12795,5 3010 142 250,0 0,02 

19 500 0,95 100 0 13380,5 2120 202 451,3 0,02 

20 500 0,95 250 0 13380,5 2120 202 500,0 0,02 

21 500 0,95 500 0 13380,5 2120 202 500,0 0,02 

22 500 0,975 100 0 13380,5 2120 202 475,3 0,02 

23 500 0,975 250 0 13380,5 2120 202 500,0 0,02 

24 500 0,975 500 0 13380,5 2120 202 500,0 0,02 

25 500 0,99 100 0 13380,5 2120 202 490,1 0,02 

26 500 0,99 250 0 13380,5 2120 202 500,0 0,02 

27 500 0,99 500 0 13380,5 2120 202 500,0 0,02 

28 750 0,95 100 0 12635,5 3010 3169 152,9 0,15 

29 750 0,95 250 0 12745,5 2330 1275 580,3 0,07 

30 750 0,95 500 0 12505,5 2230 8239 330,1 0,36 

31 750 0,975 100 0 13115,5 2725 3269 333,6 0,14 

32 750 0,975 250 0 12585,5 2225 2348 597,2 0,11 

33 750 0,975 500 0 12705,5 2225 2653 660,8 0,13 

34 750 0,99 100 0 13190,5 2600 2051 613,4 0,09 

35 750 0,99 250 0 11555,5 2850 9473 517,1 0,41 

36 750 0,99 500 0 12710,5 2100 3550 699,0 0,16 

37 1000 0,95 100 0 11120,5 2310 3288 193,7 0,14 

38 1000 0,95 250 0 12640,5 2360 4311 418,1 0,19 

39 1000 0,95 500 0 13435,5 3010 4078 663,4 0,17 

40 1000 0,975 100 0 12615,5 2360 4234 345,3 0,17 

41 1000 0,975 250 0 12805,5 2360 7471 479,9 0,31 

42 1000 0,975 500 0 12385,5 2225 5692 756,9 0,25 

43 1000 0,99 100 0 12755,5 3820 882 922,7 0,03 

44 1000 0,99 250 0 11985,5 2225 12031 617,3 0,52 

45 1000 0,99 500 0 12445,5 2210 3552 932,1 0,16 
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APPENDIX 5 - BI-OBJECTIVE MTO MAKESPAN MINIMIZATION RESULTS 

BiObSA MTO makespan minimization tests for 𝑇1=500, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇1=250 and 𝑅1=0.99. 

Executio
n Number 

Tem
p T3 

Coolin
g 

Factor 
R3 

NIST
3 

OF1 
OF2 (total 
production 

time) 

OF3 
(makespan) 

Iteration 
OF1 

Iteration 
OF3 

Temp 
T 

(T1) 

Temp 
T (T3) 

Iteration 
Total 

CPU 
Time 
Total 

1 100 0,95 100 0 11698,5 1885 26942 233 170,6 90,3 36000 21,78 

2 100 0,95 250 0 11698,5 1885 26942 233 170,6 100,0 90000 62,34 

3 100 0,975 100 0 11698,5 1885 26942 233 170,6 95,1 72800 49,59 

4 100 0,975 250 0 11473,5 1880 26942 2646 170,6 77,6 182000 119,53 

5 100 0,99 100 0 11473,5 1880 26942 2646 170,6 77,0 183300 120,28 

6 100 0,99 250 0 11698,5 1885 26942 233 170,6 100,0 458250 327,32 

7 250 0,95 100 0 12258,5 1990 21052 1042 214,9 149,7 37700 28,88 

8 250 0,95 250 0 11048,5 1720 17011 76 252,4 250,0 94250 71,21 

9 250 0,975 100 0 11898,5 1930 23319 2163 196,4 146,9 76400 56,08 

10 250 0,975 250 0 12993,5 2020 19538 1181 228,3 225,9 191000 140,45 

11 250 0,99 100 0 12703,5 2060 29018 93 155,8 250,0 192500 151,53 

12 250 0,99 250 0 11318,5 1650 24971 14 184,9 250,0 481250 359,49 

13 500 0,95 100 0 12563,5 2230 30537 14 146,7 500,0 39100 30,23 

14 500 0,95 250 0 12068,5 1925 23467 568 196,4 451,3 97750 73,87 

15 500 0,975 100 0 11698,5 1850 30816 2099 145,2 301,3 79200 28,38 

16 500 0,975 250 0 11723,5 1860 20547 93 219,3 500,0 198000 147,36 

17 500 0,99 100 0 11618,5 1925 30157 6042 149,7 273,6 199300 146,44 

18 500 0,99 250 0 11863,5 1920 20283 206 221,5 500,0 498250 369,45 

19 1000 0,95 100 0 11928,5 1930 22297 1446 204,4 487,7 40500 6,88 

20 1000 0,95 250 0 12338,5 2225 17411 33 249,9 1000,0 101250 76,78 

21 1000 0,975 100 0 11748,5 1930 17496 60 249,9 1000,0 81900 61,03 

22 1000 0,975 250 0 11188,5 1880 29816 4473 151,2 650,2 204750 149,73 

23 1000 0,99 100 0 11683,5 2220 33687 18 130,0 1000,0 206200 153,29 

24 1000 0,99 250 0 12313,5 2000 25949 123 177,6 1000,0 515500 387,40 

25 1500 0,95 100 0 11818,5 1990 21052 610 214,9 1102,6 41200 30,76 

26 1500 0,95 250 0 11573,5 2220 23711 42 194,4 1500,0 103000 82,31 

27 1500 0,975 100 0 11733,5 1880 37279 1395 111,8 1079,3 83500 65,57 

28 1500 0,975 250 0 12128,5 2120 23607 53 194,4 1500,0 208750 164,64 

29 1500 0,99 100 0 12403,5 2000 22045 218 206,5 1470,2 210300 167,05 

30 1500 0,99 250 0 12673,5 2420 19366 0 230,6 1500,0 525750 415,58 
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APPENDIX 6 - BI-OBJECTIVE MTO MINIMIZATION OF TOTAL PRODUCTION TIME RESULTS 

BiObSA MTO minimization of total production time tests for 𝑇1=500, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇1=250 and 𝑅1=0.99. 

Executio
n Number 

Tem
p T2 

Coolin
g 

Factor 
R2 

NIST
2 

OF1 
OF2 (total 
production 

time) 

OF3 
(makespan) 

Iteration 
OF1 

Iteration 
OF2 

Temp 
T 

(T1) 

Temp 
T (T2) 

Iteration 
Total 

CPU 
Time 
Total 

1 100 0,95 100 0 11438,5 2750 26927 348 170,6 85,7 36000 19,80 

2 100 0,95 250 0 10933,5 2870 33369 512 131,4 90,3 90000 12,35 

3 100 0,975 100 0 11043,5 2530 19656 105 228,3 97,5 72800 55,57 

4 100 0,975 250 0 10943,5 2320 33197 2545 132,7 77,6 182000 135,07 

5 100 0,99 100 0 10558,5 2120 30078 25389 149,7 7,9 183300 119,68 

6 100 0,99 250 0 10703,5 2110 24162 651 190,5 98,0 458250 340,19 

7 250 0,95 100 0 10533,5 2170 8328 33 358,9 250,0 37700 4,46 

8 250 0,95 250 0 11038,5 2395 31349 1270 142,4 193,4 94250 35,99 

9 250 0,975 100 0 11313,5 2955 33035 3201 132,7 111,2 76400 54,98 

10 250 0,975 250 0 12168,5 2400 24536 35 186,7 250,0 191000 141,52 

11 250 0,99 100 0 10623,5 2290 21753 90 208,6 250,0 192500 150,94 

12 250 0,99 250 0 11268,5 2655 23612 1875 194,4 233,0 481250 353,75 

13 500 0,95 100 0 10458,5 2380 24035 2029 190,5 179,2 39100 11,97 

14 500 0,95 250 0 10343,5 2530 32085 350 138,1 475,0 97750 56,48 

15 500 0,975 100 0 11058,5 2110 20978 96 217,1 500,0 79200 58,80 

16 500 0,975 250 0 10313,5 2630 21665 2582 210,7 388,2 198000 144,83 

17 500 0,99 100 0 11418,5 2175 29931 28 151,2 500,0 199300 148,64 

18 500 0,99 250 0 10813,5 2530 18743 1340 237,7 475,5 498250 385,24 

19 1000 0,95 100 0 11448,5 2125 24363 97 188,6 1000,0 40500 31,05 

20 1000 0,95 250 0 10798,5 2820 29959 6669 151,2 263,5 101250 69,59 

21 1000 0,975 100 0 12863,5 2320 17062 6 252,4 1000,0 81900 64,90 

22 1000 0,975 250 0 11488,5 2210 35581 132 120,0 1000,0 204750 152,60 

23 1000 0,99 100 0 10813,5 2310 26087 3305 175,8 717,7 206200 150,73 

24 1000 0,99 250 0 10668,5 2290 25907 2902 177,6 895,3 515500 374,77 

25 1500 0,95 100 0 10798,5 2750 29549 6394 152,7 59,2 41200 6,24 

26 1500 0,95 250 0 10728,5 2320 39200 818 104,2 1286,1 103000 80,80 

27 1500 0,975 100 0 10488,5 2570 29297 8404 154,3 178,8 83500 10,66 

28 1500 0,975 250 0 10013,5 2840 20917 17049 217,1 268,2 208750 139,13 

29 1500 0,99 100 0 10013,5 2880 33514 13772 130,0 378,5 210300 24,63 

30 1500 0,99 250 0 10558,5 2800 29754 121 151,2 1500,0 525750 389,58 
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APPENDIX 7 - BI-OBJECTIVE MTS MAKESPAN MINIMIZATION RESULTS 

BiObSA MTO makespan minimization tests for 𝑇1=500, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇1=250 and 𝑅1=0.99. 

Execution 
Number 

Temp 
T3 

Cooling 
Factor 

R3 
NIST3 OF1 

OF2 (total 
production 

time) 

OF3 
(makespan) 

Iteration 
OF1 

Iteration 
OF3 

Temp 
T 

(T1) 

Temp 
T (T3) 

Iteration 
Total 

CPU 
Time 
Total 

1 100 0,95 100 0 12705,5 1990 1952 1981 466,0 100,0 37900 2,8 

2 100 0,95 250 0 11805,5 1740 2328 3748 456,8 77,4 92250 7,0 

3 100 0,975 100 0 11915,5 1920 4953 5545 413,1 85,9 77700 5,7 

4 100 0,975 250 0 11815,5 1725 3624 3679 434,4 100,0 185500 12,9 

5 100 0,99 100 0 12155,5 1725 2314 2399 456,8 100,0 185600 13,7 

6 100 0,99 250 0 11995,5 1725 1942 11183 466,0 68,9 460000 31,9 

7 250 0,95 100 0 11905,5 1725 601 2063 490,1 121,9 38300 2,8 

8 250 0,95 250 0 11725,5 1725 2380 3573 456,8 193,4 96500 7,0 

9 250 0,975 100 0 11905,5 1725 165 418 500,0 231,7 76500 5,6 

10 250 0,975 250 0 11995,5 1725 7091 7918 377,4 231,7 198000 14,5 

11 250 0,99 100 0 12065,5 1725 1633 2283 470,7 235,4 194100 14,4 

12 250 0,99 250 0 11725,5 1725 960 3670 485,1 223,8 482000 35,8 

13 500 0,95 100 0 11815,5 1725 1241 3573 480,3 153,7 40300 2,9 

14 500 0,95 250 0 11815,5 1725 4334 8789 421,5 198,6 102000 7,5 

15 500 0,975 100 0 12155,5 1725 574 2861 490,1 279,3 79700 5,9 

16 500 0,975 250 0 11725,5 1725 274 2132 495,0 418,8 198250 13,9 

17 500 0,99 100 0 11995,5 1725 3894 6257 430,0 392,8 203100 15,0 

18 500 0,99 250 0 11905,5 1725 615 11998 490,1 318,1 498750 37,0 

19 1000 0,95 100 0 11815,5 1725 1086 5505 480,3 99,4 41500 2,9 

20 1000 0,95 250 0 11905,5 1725 9491 10417 344,7 814,5 110500 7,8 

21 1000 0,975 100 0 11815,5 1725 185 1223 500,0 756,9 82000 5,9 

22 1000 0,975 250 0 11995,5 1725 800 5527 485,1 618,1 205500 15,0 

23 1000 0,99 100 0 12155,5 1725 299 5712 495,0 575,4 206400 14,7 

24 1000 0,99 250 0 11815,5 1725 4825 11845 413,1 754,7 520250 36,4 

25 1500 0,95 100 0 11905,5 1725 1225 3697 480,3 438,0 42400 3,1 

26 1500 0,95 250 0 11815,5 1725 3339 4275 438,8 1221,8 106250 7,7 

27 1500 0,975 100 0 11675,5 1740 190 8812 500,0 165,8 83600 6,1 

28 1500 0,975 250 0 11815,5 1725 2603 2701 452,2 1500,0 211250 15,1 

29 1500 0,99 100 0 11815,5 1725 1675 8767 470,7 734,8 211900 15,4 

30 1500 0,99 250 0 11905,5 1725 627 4812 490,1 1264,4 526250 38,5 
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APPENDIX 8 - BI-OBJECTIVE MTS MINIMIZATION OF TOTAL PRODUCTION TIME RESULTS 

BiObSA MTS minimization of total production time tests for 𝑇1=500, 𝑁𝐼𝑆𝑇1=250 and 𝑅1=0.99. 

Execution 
Number 

Temp 
T2 

Cooling 
Factor 

R2 
NIST2 OF1 

OF2 (total 
production 

time) 

OF3 
(makespan) 

Iteration 
OF1 

Iteration 
OF2 

Temp 
T 

(T1) 

Temp 
T (T2) 

Iteration 
Total 

CPU 
Time 
Total 

1 100 0,95 100 0 11045,5 2440 1952 752 466,0 69,8 36000 2,3 

2 100 0,95 250 0 10755,5 3070 2084 2589 461,4 59,9 90000 5,6 

3 100 0,975 100 0 10895,5 2450 2257 458 456,8 90,4 72800 4,6 

4 100 0,975 250 0 10935,5 2450 147 397 500,0 97,5 182000 10,9 

5 100 0,99 100 0 10835,5 3150 2779 1925 447,7 82,6 183300 10,0 

6 100 0,99 250 0 10895,5 2450 2703 4633 452,2 83,5 458250 26,7 

7 250 0,95 100 0 10655,5 2850 5626 741 400,8 174,6 37700 2,4 

8 250 0,95 250 0 10835,5 2560 74 5522 500,0 80,9 94250 5,2 

9 250 0,975 100 0 10545,5 2860 259 862 495,0 204,2 76400 4,4 

10 250 0,975 250 0 10795,5 2560 1991 1717 466,0 214,8 191000 10,5 

11 250 0,99 100 0 10505,5 2860 2357 8255 456,8 109,7 192500 11,5 

12 250 0,99 250 0 10505,5 2860 5076 24666 409,0 93,4 481250 29,2 

13 500 0,95 100 0 10835,5 2860 762 87 485,1 500,0 39100 2,3 

14 500 0,95 250 0 10725,5 2860 2189 884 461,4 428,7 97750 6,1 

15 500 0,975 100 0 10545,5 2860 548 1095 490,1 388,2 79200 4,7 

16 500 0,975 250 0 10655,5 2850 1172 8257 480,3 216,8 198000 12,2 

17 500 0,99 100 0 10635,5 2860 1800 1778 466,0 421,5 199300 11,8 

18 500 0,99 250 0 10635,5 2860 905 1557 485,1 470,7 498250 28,9 

19 1000 0,95 100 0 10655,5 3770 477 2899 495,0 237,8 40500 2,3 

20 1000 0,95 250 0 10545,5 2860 640 9193 490,1 157,8 101250 6,0 

21 1000 0,975 100 0 10875,5 2860 944 3914 485,1 372,5 81900 4,8 

22 1000 0,975 250 0 10545,5 2860 544 7974 490,1 456,2 204750 12,5 

23 1000 0,99 100 0 10545,5 2860 550 7963 490,1 452,0 206200 12,6 

24 1000 0,99 250 0 10595,5 2860 493 42752 495,0 179,3 515500 31,8 

25 1500 0,95 100 0 10935,5 2450 2231 4602 461,4 141,7 41200 2,6 

26 1500 0,95 250 0 10545,5 2860 496 14881 495,0 72,7 103000 6,1 

27 1500 0,975 100 0 10655,5 2850 226 8062 500,0 197,9 83500 5,7 

28 1500 0,975 250 0 10545,5 2860 5700 1058 400,8 1355,5 208750 13,7 

29 1500 0,99 100 0 10655,5 2850 182 19408 500,0 213,5 210300 13,9 

30 1500 0,99 250 0 10545,5 2860 2121 14284 461,4 845,9 525750 32,5 
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APPENDIX 9 – PRODUCT DETAILS 

Product 
Number 

Product ID Description Cover/Bottom SKU Colour Mould 

Machine 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

47 59 93 94 144 146 145 147 148 149 

1 1300000050 FD Planta 250g FD 18600 1 1     2400 2400             

2 1300000380 FD Planta Exportação 250g FD 18600 1 1     2400 2400             

3 1300000818 FD Planta Soja 250g FD 18600 1 1     2400 2400             

4 1300001235 FD Flora Gourmet 250g FD 18600 1 1     2400 2400             

5 1300000942 Fds Becel Gold 250g FD 18600 1 1     2400 2400             

6 1300000046 FD Becel 250g FD 18600 1 1     2400 2400             

7 1300000047 FD Becel Ligth 250g FD 18600 1 1     2400 2400             

8 1300000101 FD Tuli Avelã FD 20160 1 1                   2215 

9 1300000084 FD Tuli Cacau FD 20160 1 2                   2215 

10 1300002420 Planta Max chocolate FD 20160 1 2                   2215 

11 1300001198 FD Vaq Alho 200g FD 20160 1 2                   2215 

12 1300002307 FD Vaqueiro Bifes 200g  FD 20160 1 2                   2215 

13 1300002303 FD Vaqueiro Aves 200g FD 20160 1 2                   2215 

14 1300002305 FD Vaqueiro Porco 200g FD 20160 1 2                   2215 

15 1300002583 FD Tulipan 250g FD 18600 1 3       2400             

16 1300002582 FD Planta Sabor a Manteiga 250g FD 18600 1 1     2400 2400             

17 1300001427 FD Planta Exportação 250g 55% FD 18600 1 1     2400 2400             

18 1300001670 FD Vaqueiro creme para barrar FD 18600 1 1     2400 2400             

19 1300002588 FD Planta 500g FD 12000 1 4         1200 1200 1200       

20 1300002589 FD Planta Exportação 500g FD 12000 1 4         1200 1200 1200       

21 1300002584 FD Becel 500g FD 12000 1 4         1200 1200 1200       

22 1300002585 FD Becel Cozinha 500g FD 12000 1 4         1200 1200 1200       

23 1300002586 FD Becel Gold 450g FD 12000 1 4         1200 1200 1200       

24 1300002590 FD Vaqueiro PT 500g FD 12000 1 4         1200 1200 1200       

25 1300002591 FD Vaqueiro Exportação 500g  FD 12000 1 4         1200 1200 1200       

26 1300003112 FD Planta sabor a manteiga 500g FD 12000 1 4         1200 1200 1200       

27 1300003128 Flora 500 g (boat shape- nova receita): FD 12000 1 5             1200       

28 1300003129 Flora 250 g (boat shape- nova receita): FD 18600 1 3       2400             

29 1300003130  TULIPAN MANTEQUILLA 500 GR FD 12000 1 5             1200       

30 1300001507 TP Planta 250g TP 29100 5 6                 4800   

31 1300001510 TPPlanta Exportação 250g TP 29100 5 6                 4800   

32 1300001509 TP Planta Soja 250g TP 29100 1 6                 4800   

33 1300003196 TP Flora Gourmet 250g TP 29100 2 6                 4800   

34 1300001501 TP Becel Gold 250g TP 29100 6 6                 4800   

35 1300001500 TP Becel 250g TP 29100 1 6                 4800   

36 1300001502 TP Becel Ligth 250g TP 29100 1 6                 4800   

37 1300002593 TP Tuli Avelã TP 28800 3 7   1351                 

38 1300002594 TP Tuli Cacau TP 28800 2 7   1351                 

39 1300002592 Tps Planta Max TP 28800 4 7   1351                 

40 1300002595 TP Vaq Alho 200g TP 28800 1 7   1351                 

41 1300002597 TP Vaqueiro Bifes 200g  TP 28800 1 7   1351                 

42 1300002596 TP Vaqueiro Aves 200g TP 28800 1 7   1351                 

43 1300002598 TP Vaqueiro Porco 200g TP 28800 1 7   1351                 

44 1300002312 TP Tulipan 250g TP 29100 5 6                 4800   

45 1300001513 TP Planta Sabor a Manteiga 250g TP 29100 6 6                 4800   

46 1300001511 TP Planta Exportação 250g 55% TP 29100 1 6                 4800   

47 1300001669 TP Vaqueiro creme para barrar TP 29100 1 6                 4800   

48 1300001518 TP Planta 500g TP 25200 5 7               4800     

49 1300001520 TP Planta Exportação 500g TP 25200 5 7               4800     

50 1300001514 TP Becel 500g TP 25200 1 7               4800     

51 1300001516 TP Becel Cozinha 500g TP 25200 6 7               4800     

52 1300002368 TP Becel Gold 450g TP 25200 6 7               4800     

53 1300001521 TP Vaqueiro PT 500g TP 25200 1 7               4800     

54 1300001523 TP Vaqueiro Exportação 500g TP 25200 1 7               4800     

55 1300003113 TP Planta sabor a manteiga 500g TP 25200 6 7               4800     

56 1300003132 Flora 500 g (boat shape- nova receita): TP 25200 1 8               4800     

57 1300003133 Flora 250 g (boat shape- nova receita): TP 29100 1 9                 4800   

58 1300003131  TULIPAN MANTEQUILLA 500 GR TP 25200 5 8               4800     
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APPENDIX 10 – PRODUCTION ORDERS GENERATED FOR THE FACTORY 

Order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Product ID 1300000050 1300002588 1300002590 1300003128 1300001510 1300001518 1300001521 1300001521 1300001518 1300001510 

SKU's 2 11 2 1 3 3 1 1 11 7 

Product 
Quantities 

37200 132000 24000 12000 87300 75600 25200 25200 277200 203700 

Due Date 
(week) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 

Due Date 
(weekday) 

5 4 4 1 5 4 4 5 5 5 

           

Order 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Product ID 1300003128 1300002590 1300002588 1300000050 1300000380 1300000818 1300000047 1300000084 1300002582 1300002584 

SKU's 2 1 23 13 5 1 2 1 5 5 

Product 
Quantities 

24000 12000 276000 241800 93000 18600 37200 20160 93000 60000 

Due Date 
(week) 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Due Date 
(weekday) 

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

           

Order 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

Product ID 1300002591 1300001507 1300001500 1300002594 1300001513 1300001520 1300001514 1300002368 1300001523 1300003131 

SKU's 1 6 2 1 3 1 2 2 1 1 

Product 
Quantities 

12000 174600 58200 28800 87300 25200 50400 50400 25200 25200 

Due Date 
(week) 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Due Date 
(weekday) 

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

 


